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Abstract 

 

This study focused on one common component of popular culture, the popular 

television sitcom, to explore its influences on Chinese adult learners in Canada. 

Specifically, I researched how Canadian popular television sitcoms inform international 

Chinese adults with respect to their understanding of Canadian national identity, and 

subsequently how they draw on it in their learning, particularly in regard to 

understanding issues of multiculturalism and acculturation. The purposes of this study 

were: to find out how two Canadian sitcoms – Corner Gas and Little Mosque on the 

Prairie: a) can serve to raise audiences’ thinking about Canadian national identities, b) 

can be used as a pedagogical example for viewers to critically analyse Canadian politics, 

and c) can lead audiences to deliberate current social issues concerning justices and 

equity. The study was a qualitative exploration of two focus group discussions in which 

six international Chinese students from the University of Regina firstly watched two 

episodes of each of Corner Gas and Little Mosque on the Prairie, and then conducted 

group discussions. Gee’s (2014) discourse analysis model helped extract codes and 

themes, which further shed light on participants’ thinking and experiences they related to 

Canadian national identities. The themes were grouped into three sections: 

understandings about Canadian national identity from Corner Gas, perceptions of 

multiculturalism and pluralism from Little Mosque on the Prairie, and cross-cultural 

interactions and acculturation experiences in Canada. Research findings underscore the 

importance of examining the popular culture as public pedagogy by showing that adult 

learners can critically interpret cultural texts, reiterate hegemonic views, and produce 

counter-hegemonic opinions in order to create a democratic or unjust public space.     
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

Purpose of Study 

People are constantly bombarded with sounds and images from entertainment 

media; from this, people consciously or unconsciously adapt or create knowledge that 

affects their thoughts and behaviors. Yet it merits attention that, as some education 

scholars (Armstrong, 2000; Brookfield, 1990; Buckingham, 2003; Tisdell, 2008) have 

pointed out that media has the power to educate audiences as well as to misguide them. 

Given that the impact of media can be enormous, educators should attach great 

importance to how the media constructs meaningful learning. 

In the current society, entertainment media is one of the most influential means to 

promote popular culture, as many forms of entertainment media, such as books, movies, 

and television, are considerably pervasive and increasingly accessible. There are various 

ways to define popular culture. Any definition of popular culture combines the different 

meanings of the term culture with the different meanings of the term popular. Storey 

(2015) stated six definitions of popular culture in depth, which inform the study of 

popular culture in different ways. In this study, I understand that popular culture is a set 

of practices, beliefs, and objects that are widely approachable for the public. Referring to 

Storey’s insights of popular culture and Gramsci’s (1971) ideas of hegemony, I also 

understand popular culture as a terrain of negotiation between counter-hegemonic 

insistence of subordinate groups and the hegemony power of dominant groups in society.    

When it comes to the topic of popular culture, Wright (2007) asserted a view from 

Paulo Freire and Henry Giroux to insist that critical pedagogy “must incorporate aspects 

of popular culture as a serious educational discourse” (p. 68). Wright & Sandlin (2009) 
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also observed that examinations of popular culture, its use in the classroom, and popular 

culture as public pedagogy, “have mainly occurred in curriculum studies and critical 

media education, and have typically been confined to the study of children and youth” 

(p. 118). However, popular culture not only affects children and youth, but it also has 

lifelong influences, thereby impacting adults as well.   

In recent years, an increasing number of adult education scholars have illustrated 

links between entertainment media and popular culture with adult education (Jubas, 

Taber, & Brown, 2016; Sandlin, Wright, & Clark, 2013). Through the entertainment 

media and popular culture, adults make meaning or adapt, accept, resist, or challenge 

cultural representations rather than passively receive messages from media learning 

(Jubas, Taber & Brown, 2016) . Learning from popular culture, with its natures, 

including learner-centered focus and the lessons which can be learned from life 

experience, should locate “at the heart of adult education” (Marsick & Watkins, 2001).      

The significance of highlighting pedagogical functions of entertainment media or 

popular culture corresponds to some emerging rhetoric of learning in society. The 

rhetoric of lifelong learning, continuing learning, and self-directed learning as they are 

ingrained into contemporary societies guide adult learners and educators to rethink 

learning in or beyond classrooms. For instance, Tisdell (2008) posited that adult 

education scholars need to pay more attention to popular culture as adults learn from 

their practices of cultural consumption. The study of Jubas (2015) demonstrated how 

audiences’ experience matters in making emotional connections with fictional 

characters’ stories in movies, television shows, and novels. At the same time, Jubas also 

claimed that cultural consumption itself is a learning process and adults learn about and 
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through cultural texts and practices. In view of the learner-centered nature of learning 

from popular culture, Jubas pointed out that popular culture should be positioned at a 

focal position in adult education.    

Furthermore, cultural texts also play a meaningful role in formal learning settings. 

As R. Wright and G. Wright (2015) posited, evolving popular media texts to teach 

students complicated and challenging theories, such as critical theory, is helpful and 

necessary. They observed that in this media-saturated society, students tend to be 

inundated in the visual world and the immediacy of smartphones and iPads, so that 

employing media texts can increase students’ involvement and proactivity of classroom 

learning. Such insights convince me that popular culture and entertainment media can be 

applied to explore adults’ learning theories and practices, and they should be taken 

seriously by adult education scholars. These insights also kindle my interest to study the 

role of popular culture in adult education. Specifically, this study aims to explore the 

influences of popular culture on one demographic group of adult learners – specifically, 

international adult learners of Chinese ancestry living in one province, Saskatchewan.   

Background of Study  

Chinese international students living in Canada. As a Chinese international 

student in Canada, I was intrigued by how television offered me an opportunity to learn 

about Canada, and I wondered if the influence of television was not an exception for 

other Chinese international adult students. From my personal experience, I theorized the 

same might be true for other international students. By narrowing my study objects to 

Chinese international students and programs describing local realities in the province I 

lived in, I was able to examine how two popular sitcoms were perceived and integrated 
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into the understanding that Chinese international students had about Canada. Not only 

my firsthand experience studying in Canada as an international student but also an 

increasingly higher number of internationally mobile students in Canada in recent years, 

inspired me to conduct this research with a focus on a specific group of international 

students.  

There was a 92% increase in the number of international students in Canada from 

2008 to 2015 (CBIE,  2016). Under the new Canada’s International Education Strategy 

by the Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and Development (Department of Foreign 

Affairs and International Trade, 2012), the federal government of Canada will work with 

the provinces and territories, Canadian educational institutions and other stakeholders, to 

increase the number of international students from 239,131 in 2011 to more than 450,000 

as of 2022. As a result of this strategy, a significant number of potential international 

students may choose to study in Canada in the near future, contributing to a rising 

number of international students will be continuously rising. In addition, in 2015, almost 

half (47%) of the international students in Canada came from East Asia; the majority of 

these students were from China, the top country origin of citizenship of among 

international students in Canada (CBIE, 2016, p. 16). Also, the Canadian Bureau for 

International Education reported that 75% of international students in Canada were 

pursuing post-secondary studies, and 67% of them were pursuing a university education 

(CBIE, 2016). 

Accordingly, it is suggested that the growing number of international adult 

students in Canadian campus further complicates the demographics of Canadian higher 

education and challenges the assumptions of adult learners and approaches applied by 
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adult educators. Universities and colleges have begun to pay more attention to what 

resources and services are the best to support international students in achieving positive 

learning experiences (CBIE, 2014). Additionally, these international students learn not 

only in universities or colleges but also learn from the societal curriculum (Cortes, 

1995), which is an informal and an ongoing curriculum of different social forces, such as 

entertainment media. From the entertainment media, international students may learn 

about the countries they are studying in, and they may find that their interactions with the 

entertainment media can influence their previous knowledge as well as future 

experiences.  

To increase the national market share of mobile students and to ensure that Chinese 

students have a positive experience during their stay, quite a few researchers from 

different countries have conducted educational studies on international Chinese students. 

For instance, researchers Jin & Cortazzi (2006)and Durkin (2011) from the United 

Kingdom have made comparisons between the United Kingdom and Chinese education 

systems to study how Chinese international students adapt to United Kingdom ways of 

teaching and learning. In the United States, according to a review about transitioning 

challenges faced by Chinese graduates, the majority of scholars focused on exploring the 

influence of Confucian cultural heritage and the collectivistic social context that 

encouraged obedience and discouraged creativity (Huang, 2012).  

As stated above, to help Chinese international students overcome difficulties while 

learning abroad, it is necessary to study how Chinese cultural, social, and educational 

backgrounds influence Chinese international student’s learning concepts and practices in 

a foreign country. Equally, the cultural and social atmosphere within host countries may 
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also change or challenge the Chinese international students’ learning objectives, 

strategies, and motivation. It is also of significance to explore the impact of the cultural 

and social atmosphere of host countries on Chinese international students. For me, 

television programs, like television sitcoms, contain rich cultural and social knowledge 

which is worth exploring more deeply. 

Besides, upon reflecting on my experience as a racial and ethnic minority living in 

a foreign country, I thought that, presumably, people from the same or similar cultures 

are more likely to interpret or present the world in similar ways that they may 

comprehend more similarly. In other words, members of the same or similar culture 

share sets of mental representations (Hall, 1997) that enable them to recognize, think, 

and interpret the world in similar ways, and simultaneously they are likely to 

communicate with a same or roughly similar language. How do people understand 

objects, thoughts, or events represented by other individuals from a different culture? I 

further pondered over this question in the context of watching a television show. A 

television show uses certain elements like sounds and images to represent feelings, 

actions, thoughts, or concepts. How do individuals from different social classes or 

ethnical groups interpret these elements in the show? With this question in mind, I 

anticipated studying how a group of minorities – that is, Chinese adults in Canada, 

understand representations of identity in Canadian television shows. 

Along with the sesquicentennial anniversary of Confederation which occurred at 

the time of this writing (summer of 2017), celebrations, commemorations, and 

exhibitions were produced around the country in honour of Canada’s national milestone. 

Discourses related to Canadians, Canadian culture, and Canadian characteristics or 
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identities, not surprisingly, became popular in Canadian society. Coincidently, this 

inquiry also paid special attention to the theme of the Canadian national identity. It is 

two perspectives that make this study unique from others: 1) it mainly involved a group 

of international students in discussions about Canadian national identities; and 2) their 

discussions were stimulated by representations in two Canadian sitcoms - Corner Gas 

and Little Mosque on the Prairie. 

Corner Gas and Little Mosque on the Prairie. This study focuses on two popular 

Canadian television sitcoms, Corner Gas (CG) and Little Mosque on the Prairie (LMP), 

to explore the messages about Canadian national identity Chinese international adult 

learners foster. Corner Gas, a Canadian television sitcom, was created by the Canadian 

comedian Brent Butt (Sponagle, 2006). This sitcom was produced by a Canadian 

commercial network (CTV) and ran for six seasons with one hundred and seven episodes 

from 2004 to 2009. The show’s final episode was aired on April 13, 2009, attracting a 

total viewership of 3,114,000 (an impressive viewership for a homegrown series), with 

2,914,000 viewers on terrestrial television and an additional 235,000 on the Comedy 

Network (Brioux, 2009). Set in a small town - Dog River in Saskatchewan, Canada, the 

show presented the day-to-day interactions of its residents. The series was created 

entirely in Saskatchewan: most of the interior shots (except those taking place in and 

around the Corner Gas station) were done in Regina, at the Canada Saskatchewan 

Production Studios; all the outdoor scenes and all scenes taking place in or around the 

gas station were filmed in Rouleau, Saskatchewan (Sponagle, 2006). 

Little Mosque on the Prairie debuted on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation 

(CBC) on January 9, 2007, and its premiere attracted a total of 2.1 million viewers (an 
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impressive viewership for a homegrown series) (Bredin, Henderson, & Matheson, 2012). 

It won awards for the best television series and best writing at the Roma Fiction Fest in 

Italy, and it was sold for international distribution in France and markets in Finland, 

Israel, Dubai, and Turkey (Bredin et al., 2012). This sitcom was created by Zarqa 

Nawaz, a Muslim woman, born in England and raised in Toronto. It was produced by 

WestWind Pictures, a television production company founded in Regina. The show 

centered on a Muslim community in the fictional prairie town of Mercy, Saskatchewan, 

Canada.    

At this point, some readers may have already realized the reason I concentrate on 

these two sitcoms in this research. As I am situated in Saskatchewan and working with 

Chinese students based at a university in Saskatchewan, I thought watching 

Saskatchewan sitcoms would help study participants to connect their own lives with 

stories from the sitcoms, and then to conceptualize Canadian national identities within 

these parameters.    

Research Objective 

The purpose of this inquiry is not to indicate what Canadian national identities 

exactly are or to find out a unique Canadian national identity, but to explore television 

sitcoms’ stimulative function for participants to consider this theme, to produce or 

reproduce relevant discourses. I set out to explore the two chosen sitcoms because I hope 

they would serve to raise audiences’ thinking about Canadian national identities; they 

may be used as a pedagogical example for viewers to critically analyse Canadian 

traditions and policies; and they may lead viewers to deliberate current social issues 

concerning justices and equity. 
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I will focus on a common component of popular culture, namely the popular 

television sitcom, to explore its influences on Chinese adult learners in Canada. 

Specifically, I want to study how Canadian popular television sitcoms inform 

international Chinese adults concerning their understanding of Canadian national 

identity, and subsequently how they draw on it in understanding and talking about their 

own living and learning experiences in Canada. Given the potential scope of this study, 

my research sample was narrowed to two particular sitcoms based in the prairies of 

Canada and to Chinese international students at a prairie university, the University of 

Regina. 

The following research questions were proposed to guide and direct the study:  

1. What are the messages about Canadian national identity Chinese adult learners 

foster from the sitcoms, Corner Gas and Little Mosque on the Prairie?  

2. How do the ideas from these sitcoms help Chinese adult learners understand and 

talk about their own living and learning experiences in Canada? 

Researcher Position 

Based on the research objectives, I am well positioned to do this study. As an 

international Chinese adult learner at the University of Regina, Canada, I have many 

similar life experiences in Regina with the research participants who are the international 

Chinese adult learners as well. I am familiar with their “languages,” and I am able to 

have awareness of potential sensitivities from the languages translations. However, as 

stated by Finlay (2002), “I had to guard against assuming that my participants and I 

shared the same language … if I failed to do so, I might have missed the point” (p. 537). 

I agreed with this point, and I tried not to impose my experience on participants. I also 
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realized that “shared experience may color the power relationship between the researcher 

and participants… may create for the participant a feeling of comparison and 

competition” (Berger, 2013, p.224). In short, I understood that shared experience may 

also bring challenges to the research process. 

Accordingly, I minimized my presence and my own speech when I facilitated 

focus group discussions with study participants, in order to diminish the influence of my 

own voice on the participants. I mainly asked study participants a series of preset 

questions about the research topic and inquired with some follow-up questions in 

response to particular comments and reactions. Moreover, not only after but also during 

the discussions, I reflected on how I asked questions and tried to use a better way to 

facilitate discussing processes. Further, it might be because study participants and I 

shared some common experiences and languages that I felt they trusted me enough to tell 

their stories in discussions. This was good. However, I also observed that sometimes 

they oversimplified their responses since they assumed that I could fully understand what 

they wanted to express. Therefore, consciously, I asked follow-up questions, like “Could 

you please explain the reasons for this?” Also, after each focus group discussion, I 

invited study participants to fill out a Focus Group Evaluation Form (see Appendix A) 

from which I got their feedbacks that enlightened me and helped me to reflect on issues 

related to the development of focus group discussions. 

Predictably, when I started to analyze the data, I disagreed with some ideas of 

study participants. But I reminded myself that the interpretation of data material should 

not be influenced by my own prejudices and attitudes. Here, I had to develop a reflective 

position and challenge my preconceptions; I pondered over these ideas that I was not 
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convinced rather than to insist that my opinions were more “real” and “reasonable” than 

theirs. The more I looked into those different voices, the more I understood my 

participants’ stories as well as my own thoughts.             

Thesis Overview  

There are five chapters in this thesis. In Chapter One, I provided a quick overview 

to explain how I came to conceptualize my research. In view of the increasing number of 

international students, there is increasingly a need to better understand them. This 

investigation focuses on the influence of Canadian sitcoms on Chinese international 

students in a Canadian Saskatchewan university. In Chapter Two, I present a literature 

review of pertinent research for this study and explain a theoretical framework of this 

study. I divide Chapter Two into three bodies: 1) media, popular culture, public 

pedagogy, 2) hegemony, and media, popular culture, and identity formation, and 3) 

theoretical framework. The third chapter is about the methodology of this study; it is 

here that the participants will be introduced and the data collection and analysis methods 

will be explained. In Chapter Four, I present my research findings. Finally, Chapter Five 

offers a synthesis and further discussion of the study findings. 
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review 

Introduction 

This chapter will first present a literature review and then explain a theoretical 

framework of this study, including three parts: 1) media, popular culture, public 

pedagogy, and hegemony; 2) media, popular culture, and identity formation; and 3) the 

theoretical framework.  

The first part of this chapter aims to help readers better understand media and 

popular culture’s usages and importance in adult education. Given that learning from 

media or popular culture is an essential channel for learning within public pedagogy, this 

part explains the concept of public pedagogy. Nevertheless, adult education scholars 

have paid more attention to the use of popular culture in formal educational settings than 

that outside formal educational settings (Wright & Sandlin, 2009). Among the limited 

adult education research delving into media and popular culture in informal educational 

settings, most of it has critically explicated how the media and popular culture reproduce 

or resist hegemony (Jubas et al., 2016; Sandlin, O’Malley, & Burdick, 2011; Sandlin et 

al., 2013). As such, this part will also cover some inquiries to see how researchers 

pedagogically examined the theme of hegemony in media and popular culture beyond 

the formal educational background.  

Further, whilst researchers (Graham, 1989; Jubas, 2015; Kruse & Prettyman, 2008; 

Tisdell, Stuckey, & Thompson, 2007; Wright, 2007; Wright & Wright, 2015) explored 

how stories portrayed in the media or cultural texts stimulated adult learners’ critical 

understanding and learning of societal issues, they found that it is important to examine 

the impact of the media or cultural texts on adults’ perceptions of identity. Thereby, the 

second part will focus on explaining the necessity and significance for adult education 
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scholars to investigate how learners make sense of identities from media and cultural 

representations. 

The third part in this chapter is a theoretical framework which was mainly 

grounded in Antonio Gramsci’s (1971) concept of hegemony and Stuart Hall’s (1997) 

systems of representation. In conjunction with hegemony and representation, this study 

also used Brookfield (2005) and Robin Wright’s (2007) notions about the pedagogical 

function of popular culture as part of the theoretical framework.  

Media, Popular Culture, Public Pedagogy, and Hegemony 

Educational studies are studies focusing on the exploration of the pedagogy of 

teaching and learning. As a broad subfield of educational research, public pedagogy 

research focuses on various forms, processes, and sites of teaching and learning that 

happen beyond formal educational institutions (Sandlin et al., 2011). To be specific, 

public pedagogy inquiries explore learning in informal educational institutions (i.e., 

museum, theatres, and libraries), from popular culture in informal educational sites (i.e., 

movies, television shows, and novels), from dominant discourses (i.e., neoliberalism, 

globalisation, and post-colonialism), and through public intellectuals and grassroots 

social movements (Sandlin et al., 2011; Sandlin et al., 2013). In this thesis, I focus on 

learning from popular culture, since an informal educational site – the popular television 

sitcom – is what has been examined in this inquiry. 

Up until now, I mapped learning from entertainment media or popular culture 

within a realm of public pedagogy that is often closely tied to concepts of informal 

learning and self-directed learning. However, arguably, adult education scholars have 

focused more on the use of popular media in formal educational settings (Wright & 
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Sandlin, 2009). For instance, dating back to the late 1980s, Graham (1989) conducted 

research where romance novels for women and television news programs were 

considered as forms of discursive practices. Concerning these forms of discursive 

practices, Graham pointed out that they should “be read in order to understand the often-

subtle nature of their rhetoric” (p. 153). Graham stated that the development of media 

literacy is useful in freeing the viewer from uncritical exposure to different forms of the 

mass media. That is, Graham believed media literacy could work as a critical tool in 

guiding viewers to construct critical interpretations of media texts presented. More 

recently, Saunders, Brake, Griffiths, and Thorton (2004) conducted a case study about 

incorporating popular science fictions into higher education curricula to recruit adult 

learners and other students who were alienated from higher education. Additionally, 

Tisdell (2008) also conducted a participant-based study to explore how and to what 

extent adult educators can employ media and popular culture to develop students’ critical 

media literacy and to facilitate transformative learning on diversity and equality issues. 

Finally, most of the available studies within adult education looking into media and 

popular culture from a public pedagogical perspective critically explicate how the media 

and popular culture reproduce or resist hegemony (Jubas et al., 2016; Sandlin et al., 

2011; Sandlin et al., 2013). Nearly thirty years ago, some scholars noted popular 

culture’s reproductive functions of hegemony. For example, in the 1990s, a feminist 

scholar, Luke (1994) sought to explore popular culture in public pedagogy. Focusing on 

constructs of childhood in the toy and media industries and parenthood in childcare and 

parenting magazines, Luke argued that cultural texts and markets act as authoritative 

sites to normalise or produce images of the child, parent, family, and gender. It is 
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dangerous to view cultural texts and markets uncritically (Luke, 1994). Within the same 

period, Carter and Howell (1998) incorporated narrative and semiotic approaches into 

research to investigate the comic strip Dilbert, books, and other materials published by 

and about Dilbert’s creator, Scott Adams. Initially published in 1989, Dilbert is an 

American comic strip which displays a series of stories in a workplace. Through the 

analysis of research materials from five perspectives - representation, identity, 

regulation, consumption and production, Carter and Howell observed that the Dilbert-

style humor led audiences to reflect workplace issues and society, but it also actively 

produced a hegemonic model image of workers demanded by capitalism. From a 

pedagogical stance, they discussed Dilbert’s educational functions, particularly, in the 

aspect of human resource development; thus, they further posited that popular media are 

teaching machines which are meaningful and helpful in knowledge construction.  

More recently, an increasing number of adult education scholars (e.g. Armstrong, 

2000; Jarvis, 2005; Wright, 2007; R. Wright & L. Wright, 2015; Jubas, 2015; Tisdell, 

2008) explored not only popular culture’s reproductive function of hegemony but also its 

resistance to hegemony within popular culture. For example, in a textual-analysis 

inquiry, Jubas (2005) drew excerpts from Rohinton Mistry’s fiction, A Fine Balance, to 

explore how the theme of globalization is depicted in this novel. Here, Jubas critically 

discussed globalization and analyzed how it impacts the development of community and 

changes the concept of social or human capital. She wanted to demonstrate that a 

complex, often technical topic such as globalization can be articulated in an accessible 

way for informal adult learners. In the end, she also claimed that in or outside formal 
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institutional learning settings, the use of fiction should be seriously considered to bolster 

exploration of social issues.  

Wright (2007) researched the long-term influence of a popular British television 

program The Avengers on stimulating audiences’ critical feminist consciousness. It is 

worth mentioning that similar to Jubas (2005) and other researchers studying popular 

culture in the 1980s and 1990s, Wright’s (2007, 2015) works contained a meticulous 

textual analysis of cultural texts. She also involved and analyzed the audience’s insights 

of the cultural texts in her research. This is of particular significance as there are a 

limited number of empirical participant-based studies that explore processes of public 

pedagogy. 

To sum up, researchers in public pedagogy studies have demonstrated how media 

and cultural texts, such as movies, television programs, magazines, and fictions, shape 

existing social values, ideologies, and structures. They further explored the ways these 

topics as portrayed in the media or cultural texts stimulated adult learners’ critical 

understanding and learning of relevant issues. In addition, these researchers have paid 

attention to the impact of the media or cultural texts on adults’ perceptions of identity, 

such as identities of being a parent in a family, being a worker in the workplace, being a 

female in the society, or a consumer in the context of globalization. The following 

section will review more inquiries that investigate how media or popular culture affects 

the identity formation or social representations of adults.  

Media, Popular Culture, and Identity Formation 

Identity does not only refer to human beings but also to things; however, I merely 

focus on discussing personal and group identity. I understood that students’ identity is 
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one of the significant factors of concern to many educators. Similarly, I also considered 

students’ identity formation. Regarding characteristics of the identity, I concurred with 

Jubas’s (2011) and Daly’s (2013) insights: firstly, identities are not static and they are 

developed in a particular geographic and social environment through lifelong events; 

secondly, identities are forged through interactions with individuals or upon individuals 

by others; thirdly, even though identities are often categorized  into gender identity, race 

identity, and class identity, etc., “they are always inter-related” (Jubas, 2011, p. 322) 

with each other in lived experience. Hall (1996) also discussed the instability of 

identities by defining it as a “process of being” (p. 4) rather than a static condition. He 

explained that: 

   

Identities are about questions of using the resources of history, language and 

culture in the process of becoming rather than being: not ‘who we are’ or ‘where 

we came from’, so much as what we might become, how we have been represented 

and how that bears on how we might represent ourselves. Identities are therefore 

constituted within, not outside representation (p.4).  

 

Identity then as a becoming process integrates the influences of history, language, and 

culture, and thus it is developed in a geographic and social environment. Conversely, 

Hall pointed out that the representation works as a platform through which identities are 

negotiated; this is very relevant to the research exploring media and popular culture 

because the media and cultural representation can also convey notions of identities. 
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After reading the pervious section of this literature review, readers might already 

find that some adult education scholars have highlighted the theme of identity in their 

research. In fact, in recent decades, an emerging number of adult education scholars (e.g. 

Graham, 1989; Jubas, 2015; Kruse & Prettyman, 2008; Tisdell et al., 2007; Wright, 

2007; Wright & Wright, 2015) observed that entertainment media or popular culture can 

influence narratives focusing on individual and collective identities (Sandlin et al., 

2013), which should be explored in adult education (Sandlin et al., 2011).  

For instance, in the early of the 2000s, Rogers (2002) explored African American 

women and adult learning through a movie, Waiting to Exhale. That movie portrays 

stories about African American women, revealing some struggles faced by African 

American women in their life. After conducting a critical analysis, Rogers observed that 

this movie could act as a form of public pedagogue by triggering critical thinking and 

conversations about lived experience and realities African American women had. 

Interestingly, some African American women engaged themselves to develop informal 

education activities – book clubs in which they responded to Waiting to Exhale and their 

learning from this movie. This development of informal learning activities further 

supported Rogers’ claim: “movies serve as intentional and unintentional sites for 

learning” (p. 331).  

Kruse and Prettyman (2008) examined cultural images and texts presented in a 

popular musical Wicked to explore cultural norms and biases against women’s role in 

leadership. They emphasized that the cultural images and texts in an entertainment show 

also serve as powerful lessons which can reinforce, critique or reject traditional norms 

and values. Tisdell, Stuckey, and Thompson (2007) conducted an action research project 
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in a graduate-level course to study learners’ critical awareness of how race, gender, class, 

and sexual orientation are portrayed in movies and television. In the same year, Wright’s 

(2007) conducted an inquiry to explore the influence of a popular British television 

program, The Avengers, on the gender consciousness of female audiences. Running in 

the 1960s, The Avengers created a female role of Dr. Catherine Gale who was “a black 

belt in judo, a doctorate in anthropology, expertise with firearms, a history of 

humanitarianism, a past as both a freedom fighter and a big-game hunter, and a 

philosophy of humanism” (Wright, 2007, p. 65). This show challenged the social status 

quo in the postwar period when women were expected to stay home, have children, and 

take care of their families. In Wright’s study, research participants who were Gale’s 

female audiences generated a lot of discourses about women’s positions, the lessons 

women learned from Gale, and how the encouragement women ‘received’ from Gale 

changed their lives. These discourses showed participants’ thought, action, and values, 

implying an assumed identity and position as females pursuing ‘new’ positioning of 

women in society. In turn, given that participants who contacted Wright for interviews 

were all professionally successful women, they pay close attention to topics of the 

gender role as well as the career development of women. 

More recently, Jubas (2015) conducted qualitative research focusing on the themes 

of social and professional identity. In her research, she used the American-produced 

television shows Grey’s Anatomy and Scrubs, both of which are set in hospitals and 

feature interns and doctors, to frame discussions with undergraduate nursing and medical 

students in Canada. Jubas invited student participants to find how learners integrate 

culture messages about their field of study and future work from the shows. Jubas 
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observed that nursing student participants found that Grey’s Anatomy illuminated “how 

gender relations surface in health care, regardless of their anticipated career paths and 

personal dispositions” (p. 97). This suggested that messages from the shows can 

stimulate student participants’ thinking about some issues, including gender relations, 

and how about these issues which impact their study or work. Jubas concluded that 

“regardless of any messages that cultural producers might intend to convey, audiences 

respond to cultural texts in ways which are broadly shared and particular to their 

sociocultural contexts” (p. 97). In a similar vein, Taber (2016) explored how meaning-

making is related with pedagogies of gender in Once Upon a Time, a television program 

produced by Disney ABC Television Group (Jubas, Taber & Brown, 2015). These 

preceding studies demonstrate that, from the media or popular cultural texts, audiences 

learn who they are or who they should be regarding race, gender, and sexuality. They 

further learn social, political, economic, and cultural norms that are considered ‘normal’, 

‘appropriate’, ‘dominant’, and ‘minor’. Finally, to understand how adult learners make 

meaning of their socialized identity as a way to know how they make meaning of their 

experiences, an analysis should include what is heard and seen from media or popular 

culture in daily life. Thus, media and popular culture are a meaningful lens for adult 

educators to gain a better understanding of learners as well as of teaching and learning.  

 According to the aforementioned inquiries, I acknowledged that the adult 

education scholars who examined the theme of identity from media or popular culture 

mainly focus on gender identity, work-related identity, or racialized identity, but they 

seldom considered the formation of national identity. My understandings of national 

identity is derived from Richter’s (2011) work, which can be used to designate the 
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characteristics commonly accepted by inhabitants in a specific nation and the awareness 

of being part of a country. In other words, national identity refers to certain consensuses 

within a country as to what constitutes that country as such and what differentiates it 

from other nations.  

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, national identity, like other forms of 

identity, is not static but continually changing in diverse geographic and social settings, 

and negotiated or developed within media or cultural representations. Some scholars 

have indicated a strong link between national identity and the print-media children's 

literature. The following works are some examples particularly relating to Canadian 

national identity. 

For example, concerning that literature is a powerful vehicle for the transmission 

of national identity, Bainbridge (2002) examined Canadian children’s literature with nine 

elementary and middle school teachers. Her research aimed to explore how 

commonplace Canadian culture and identity are transmitted through Canadian literature 

or how Canadian teachers integrate the literature into their teaching. She agreed with the 

ideas of Luck and Freebody (1997) about reading, echoing that “one never just 

(generically) reads. Readers always read something…All texts represent culture 

positions, ideologies, and cultural resources; they are not about representing and 

accessing neutral information structures” (Bainbridge, 2002, p. 6). Through this research, 

regarding the commonplaces of Canadian culture and identity in the literature, 

Bainbridge found that those commonplaces were invisible to many teachers. In other 

words, most teachers did not consider their own country’s values and identity in 

children’s literature. 
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In addition, Bainbridge and Wolodko (2002) investigated Canadian picture books, 

a significant segment of Canadian children’s literature, aiming to find out how these 

texts might shape and reflect national identity. The works selected for their discussions 

were from some contemporary Canadian authors and illustrators who have experienced 

the tensions of belonging to a minority or marginalized groups and simultaneously, 

participating in the mainstream Canadian society. For Bainbridge and Wolodko, these 

picture books can help children to gain new understandings of Canada and guide them to 

think about what it means to be a Canadian today. Additionally, Richter (2011) also 

discussed Canadian national identity formation in children’s literature in her book 

Creating the National Mosaic: Multiculturalism in Canadian Children’s Literature from 

1950 to 1994. Significantly, in the first chapter National Identity-Formation of this book, 

Richter emphasized that literature plays a critical role in the development of national and 

cultural identity. 

So why is it important to examine the national identity reflected in children’s 

literature? In a discussion about the representation of cultural identity in Canadian 

picture books for children, Jobe (2003) expressed his insights. Jobe pointed out that “all 

children should have the right to see themselves reflected in the books they read, and 

such imaging is crucial for developing a positive self-concept and a sense of who we 

are” (p. 80). Arguably, teachers, textbooks, and course materials exert an influence on 

children’s national identity formation. But people can hardly deny that children’s sense 

of identity will be simultaneously impacted on by other information from societal 

environments, organizations, and mass media. In addition, children’s critical potential 

develops with the passage of time, which has the power to facilitate their curiosity to 
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question, challenge, or even reform their identities in adulthood. Accordingly, I extended 

this idea from Jobe (2003) but settled it in an adult education context. The images of how 

adults are presented or represented in the mass media, such as television, magazines, 

books and the internet, are also crucial for adults to develop a sense of self in a 

community illustrating the way social representations simultaneously impact individuals 

by others. 

Theoretical Framework 

Hegemony. Gramsci (1971) developed the concept of hegemony in his seminal 

work, the Prison Notebooks; however, he did not give a direct definition of this term. In 

his descriptions of roles of ideologies and common sense in society, Gramsci argued that 

ideologies and common sense were constructed through hegemony. Before elaborating 

on hegemony, I will explain Gramsci’s conceptions of ideology and common sense. 

Ideology as defined by Gramsci is a particular system of ideas that are “arbitrary, 

rationalistic or willed” (p. 377), and it is developed with, and supported by, social, 

political, and economic structures. Regarding common sense, which is often naturally 

accepted and endured by the general public to identify the social and cultural norms, 

Gramsci claimed that it is an “ambiguous, contradictory and multiform concept” and it 

cannot be regarded as “a confirmation of truth” (p. 423). These explanations showed that 

Gramsci identified functions of ideologies and common sense in developing the 

particular social, political, and economic structures during a specific historical period. 

Gramsci also challenged the production and maintenance of the ideologies and common 

sense. Here, their production and maintenance are led by hegemony, guiding citizens’ 
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consent to naturally accept existing political, economic, and social orders and structures, 

instead of critically thinking about them. 

Additionally, hegemony is not always achieved via abusive activities by those in 

power. Instead, hegemony is often realized from the fluid negotiation between those in 

authority and those oppressed with the constant negotiation between contradictory 

ideological, political, and social forces within actions or activities in everyday life 

(Jubas, 2010). Williams (2005) emphasized that hegemony should not be understood as 

merely an abstract opinion, but as a body of practices, such that: “It is a set of meanings 

and values which as they are experienced as practices. (p. 38)” For example, it might be 

processed in the teaching and learning, or in the experience of taking part in training in a 

workplace. Those might be the sites in which the negotiations happen, or counter-

hegemonic ideological, political or social forces arise. 

A critical adult educator, Brookfield (2005) noted that popular culture, especially 

the entertainment media, was one site for generating oppositional forces or counter-

hegemonic symbolic acts. This idea is important to this study. Brookfield concurred with 

ideas of Herman and Chomsky (1988) that media wield the power of hegemony in 

“manufacturing consent” (p. 43). Manufacturing consent here means that media can 

work to normalize or neutralize certain realities that contained structural inequities and 

injustice, as audiences ultimately acquiesce. Accordingly, for Brookfield, the mass media 

is essential for the smooth functioning of hegemony. Arguably, these sources all 

demonstrate the educational and pedagogical function of media and emphasizes the 

importance of decoding media messages. The role of such messages is as agents of 
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dominant cultural ideologies or catalysts of counter-hegemony thoughts and behaviors, 

all of which conceptualized my inquiry about popular television sitcoms. 

Wagner and Maclean (2008) proposed the idea of the “incommensurable 

ideological power without interference” (p. 18) of television programs, especially the 

television sitcoms which are easily considered as unserious and unimportant by 

audiences. Because of sitcoms’ comedy flavor and their so-called “unseriousness”, 

audiences often unconsciously and uncritically accept or often dismiss sitcoms’ contents 

which might sow the seed for gender, class, racial or ethical injustices in the existing 

social order. As a consequence, it is necessary to conduct an inquiry on the social 

meaning of television sitcoms particularly as they reinforce or challenge hegemonic 

ideology. 

Representation. As introduced in the first chapter of this thesis, this study focuses 

on two popular Canadian television sitcoms, Corner Gas (CG) and Little Mosque on the 

Prairie (LMP). In contrast to CG, in which almost all protagonists are Christian 

Canadians, LMP has a racially and religiously diverse cast. Arguably, this study takes 

CG as a representation of the life of a small town in Canada and regards LMP as a 

representation of the life of racialized or ethnicized groups in Canada. The 

“representation” here aligned with Stuart Hall’s (1997) understandings of representation. 

Representation, for Hall (1997), refers to the link between concepts and language 

(including sign, images, etc.), which enables human beings to refer to either the real or 

the imaginary world of objects, people, as well as events. It is “the production of the 

meaning of the concepts in our minds through language” (Hall, 1997, p.17). Hall 

explained that there are two systems of representation that exist in communications. The 
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first system of representation is a set of mental concepts or meanings that correlate 

worlds of objects, people, and events, which enables people to interpret and interact with 

the world. In other words, with this system, people can give meanings to the world 

through their system of concepts in mind, so as to interpret things and events. In the 

second system of representation, people use a set of written words, spoken sounds, and 

visual images, which correspond to people’s mental representations in order to share or 

exchange meanings. 

Moreover, Hall wrote notions of “codes” (1997, p. 4) and “representation as 

constitutive” (2005, p. 7). Hall (1997) thought that members from the same culture share 

similar “cultural codes” (p. 4). As such, things these members want to represent, in most 

cases, have similar mental representation systems in other members’ mind. Likewise, to 

communicate meanings to people from different cultures or social groups, for Hall 

(1997), participants must be able to use "the same language codes" (p. 4). The same 

language codes refer to reading visible images and interpreting sounds, body languages, 

and facial expressions in similar ways. To some extent, without these codes, as 

representation, things do not exist meaningfully. The proactivity of language codes is in 

line with Hall’s (2013) idea that representation is constitutive of the meaning-making 

process. Representation is constitutive; this idea implies that representation carries the 

abilities to impact, to change, or to distort meanings. Meanings then are tied to 

representation as carried through texts (images, language, or physical object). 

Representation is not merely a fixed tool employed by people to represent things, nor is 

it neutral; but it is constitutive in structuring and delivering meanings. As 

communications and representations are encoded and decoded (Hall, 1997), that is, the 
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meaning is encoded by producers of cultural texts or artworks within a certain context, 

and decoded while audiences interpret it. Regarding the sites of the meaning-making 

process, Hall (1997) acknowledged the power of media and their producers, the active 

role of audiences, and the representation. 

It is assumed that Hall’s conception of representation is closely related to the 

concept of hegemony. Hegemony is often achieved from the constant negotiation 

between competing ideological, political, and social forces within actions or activities in 

everyday life (Jubas, 2010). With this idea in mind, the representation can be a primary 

site for negotiation. For instance, given the concept of hegemony, audiences can rethink 

the representations in a television show by reflecting on what and how realities are 

represented. They can also question the ‘realities’ established and the fixed ways for 

representing objects or events, to consider whether certain cultural norms, social values, 

or political interests are embraced.  

In this study, I related television sitcoms’ representations to the field of adult 

education. As a narrative component, I purported that this is necessary. Wright (2007) 

indicated that critical educators should re-theorize the significance of popular culture in 

understanding and developing a theory and practice of critical pedagogy. This is 

grounded in the premise that deep-seated injustices, inequality, and prejudices exist in 

society, while critical pedagogy reminds that educators ought not to tolerate such 

situations. Educators are obliged to challenge injustices, inequality, and prejudices 

wherever and whenever they come across them (Crawford, 2010). In this study, I 

engaged in Wright’s idea by rethinking her claim and by asking how popular television 

sitcoms encourage adult teaching and learning and further develop critical pedagogy.  
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Chapter Summary 

In the first part of this chapter, I focused on discussions about media and popular 

culture’s usages and their importance in education, specifically in adult education. In the 

second part, I expressed that adult learners’ sense of identity is an important way to 

consider how messages from the media or popular culture influence lived experience. 

Concepts about learning from media or popular culture and identity formation from 

media or cultural representations sprang from my firsthand experience as an international 

Chinese student in Canada. This further aroused my interest in exploring international 

Chinese students’ understanding of Canadian national identity through television. 

Finally, in the third part of this chapter, I explained the theoretical framework which was 

mainly grounded in Antonio Gramsci’s (1971) concept of hegemony and Stuart Hall’s 

(1997) systems of representation. In the next chapter, I explain the methodology that 

guides this study.  
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology 

Introduction 

In this research, I explore how Canadian popular television sitcoms inform 

international Chinese adults concerning their understandings of Canadian national 

identity, involving issues of multiculturalism and acculturation. The following research 

questions were used to guide and direct this study:  

1. What are the messages about Canadian national identity Chinese adult learners 

foster from the sitcoms, Corner Gas and Little Mosque on the Prairie?  

2. How do the ideas from these sitcoms help Chinese adult learner understand and 

talk about their own living and learning experiences in Canada? 

The research methodology applied in this research is Gee’s (2014) discourse 

analysis. The chapter will explain the rationale and framework of Gee's discourse 

analysis model and how this model has been applied to the data analysis in this research. 

It will also discuss in detail the processes of data collection.   

Methodology           

Gee’s (2014) theory and method for discourse analysis guided the research data 

collection and analysis works in this inquiry. For Gee, discourse analysis concerns 

identity and the discourse contributes to enacting and recognizing identity. He defined 

and made a distinction between little “d” discourse and big “D” Discourse. The little “d” 

discourse refers to using language systems which include lexicon, phonology, 

morphology, syntax, and semantics for making sense of conversations, arguments, 

stories, and essays (Gee, 2014). The big “D” Discourse refers both to the language 

system and the identity model. The identity model indicates that the ‘appropriate’ ways 
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of acting, interacting, thinking, valuing, and using language in the ‘right’ times and 

places can be employed to identify someone as a member of a socially meaningful group 

or network (Gee, 2014, p. 51). That is to say, the big “D” Discourse plays a role in 

distinguishing particular groups and creating identities. In my study, I focused more on 

the big “D” discourse than the small “d” discourse. 

As a type of social identity, the Canadian national identity refers to a category by 

nationality, and in this category, Canadians are commonly designated by labels usually 

used by themselves, others, or both (Fearon, 1999). In this sense, the Canadian national 

identity overlaps with Gee’s (2014) definition of discourse which relates discourse to a 

group of people and a form of insider knowledge. More importantly, Gee’s concept of 

the discourse explores how participants’ discourses characterise their ways of thinking, 

valuing, acting, and achieving a better understanding of participants and their ways of 

learning from sitcoms. Furthermore, Gee’s insights into the political nature of the use of 

language were also of importance with respect to exploring television sitcoms’ potential 

function in reinforcing or challenging hegemony. Taking the use of language in a game 

as an example, Gee pointed out that like certain languages that only get their meanings 

from and for the game, some languages make particular sense from and for 

corresponding events, practices or activities. He also identified that these events, 

practices, and activities “inherently involve potential social goods and the distribution of 

social goods” which are “central to a realm of politics” (Gee, 2014, p. 10). Here I 

understood the social good as certain things or persons were considered right or standard. 

To sum up, language potentially sustains or shapes a society by illuminating issues about 

social goods and the distribution of social goods. Language is political. Discourse 
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analysis, with a domain under its investigation – “language in use” (Gee, 2014, 19), can 

guide this research to reflect the underlying and social influences of sitcoms' 

representations which contain different language usages. The discussion about how 

Gee’s (2014) discourse analysis was employed in this inquiry is amplified in the 

following sections of this chapter. 

Data Collection 

Roland Bathes (1977), a post-structuralist, explained the concept of the death of 

the author, which enlightened me to rethink the relations between makers and audiences 

of a television show  in light of my data collection strategy (Walton, 2012). He queried 

an assumption that the relation between an author and his/her work is like that between a 

father and his son, pointing out “the moment something is written down the author enters 

into his own death” (Walton, p. 92). For Bathes (1977), the interpretation was “an anti-

theological activity”, which was “truly revolutionary” since it refused the fixed meaning 

of the author (Walton, p. 147). Taken in this sense, audiences’ interpretations of a 

television drama are independent of maker’s intentions. Additionally, like reading, 

television reviewing is not merely a passive activity, reflecting a producer’s meanings. 

This inquiry focuses on listening participants’ interpretations of the two sitcoms; it 

analyzes their views, and in this process, the producer’s intentions are not necessarily 

included. 

This study employs a data collection strategy, focus group discussion (FGD), to 

collect participant interpretations. As Gee (2014) stated, discourse analysis aimed to 

explore “interactive communication through the lens of socially meaningful identities” 

and “the identities are live and transformed in history via social interaction among 
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responsive bodies and minds” (p. 25). A focus group discussion (FGD) is an effective 

method for data collection through which participants could directly interact with each 

other and probe more information from each other. Different from an interview, the FGD 

involves a group situation in which data is produced through interactive dynamics 

between participants (Pickering, 2008). This multilateral FGD can lead participants to 

agree with one another, which provides researchers with confirming data; they might 

disagree with one another who need to explain further or to modify his arguments. 

Data collection procedures. According to Pickering’s (2008) introduction, 

researchers often invite participants to watch a particular television program about which 

they (participants) can subsequently be interviewed in a focus group discussion. I 

followed this format in this study. As each episode of CG and LMP was only 23 minutes 

long, I invited participants to watch two episodes of CG and two episodes of LMP 

together and then held an FGD with them.  

Before organizing discussions, I borrowed the DVDs of CG and LMP from Regina 

Public Library, which were legally acquired (non-infringing) copies of the shows. 

Besides, I watched the shows and ultimately selected four episodes for FGDs: two were 

from season one of CG, and the other two were from season one of LMP. The reason I 

only picked examples from season one was that I thought that this would offer 

participants the chance to watch at least one season on their own if they choose to do so. 

About one month before the FGDs, participants had been recommended to watch season 

one of each show, and they knew in advance which four episodes we would watch in the 

FGDs.   
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Finally, two FGDs took place on August 18 and August 25, 2016, respectively, and 

both were audio recorded. At the very beginning of the first FGD, all participants signed 

an ethical consent form which had been approved by the University’s Research Ethics 

Board (see Appendix B). Next, participants and I watched two episodes from CG 

followed by a discussion that lasted for 170 minutes. In the same pattern, we watched 

two episodes of LMP and then had a 160-minute conversation in the second FGDs. 

These two FGDs took place in the graduate student lounge at University of Regina (UR). 

Participants felt comfortable to sit in this lounge since it offered enough space for two 

coffee tables and more than ten chairs which were not set up too close to each other.    

As a moderator, I minimized my presence and my own speech. I mainly asked 

participants a series of preset questions about the research topic and offered follow-up 

questions in response to particular comments and reactions. There are four guidelines for 

ordering the pre-set discussion questions included: “moving from general to specific 

questions, using behavior questions before attitude questions, asking positive before 

negative questions and using unaided before aided questions” (Savin-Baden & Major, 

2013). Complying with these guidelines, I prepared draft questions for the FGDs (see 

Appendix C). In most cases, I allowed participants to keep discussing until they naturally 

paused or looked to me for guidance. 

Additionally, I noted that logistical steps were taken to ensure participation, 

including message reminders and email reminders. One of the participants could not 

attend the second discussion due to an emergency at work and emailed me his written 

answers to the guiding questions used in FGDs. With permissions from the rest of the 
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participants, he also read through a transcript of the second FGD and added his opinions 

on it. 

Study participants. To protect human participants involved in this study from 

psychological, physical and economic harm, as the researcher, I recognized issues of 

informed consent of participants, voluntary participation, and protection of participants' 

privacy. Before recruiting research participants, I received Behavioural Research Ethics 

approval from Research Ethics Board at the University of Regina (U of R).  

Six volunteer participants were recruited through posters (attached as Appendix D) 

displayed on bulletin boards at the U of R. Since the participant recruitment started in 

July when many Chinese international students are not on Campus, I decided to send an 

electronic poster to all my Chinese acquaintances from the U of R and invited them to 

help disseminate the recruitment. I emailed all potential participants who verbally agreed 

to participate in this study with an electronic copy of the Focus Group Discussion 

Consent (see Appendix E), to know whether they have any concerns. I simultaneously 

explained to prospective participants who are my acquaintances that their decisions to 

not participate or withdraw from this study will not impact our relationship. 

 The study participants consisted of a total of three female and three male Chinese 

international students who are or were studying at the U of R. They were the first six 

students who expressed interest in hearing more about my study, and they all decided to 

participate. The participants all personally identified as Chinese-born. Their ages ranged 

from the early twenties to early thirties at the time of the Focus Group Discussions. They 

came from different regions in China. Almost all of them had either lived or studied in a 

large city in China, such as Beijing, Shanghai or Chengdu.  
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Among the participants, four Chinese international students are/were studying in 

Master Degree programs; one is an undergraduate, and one is a doctoral student. One 

member was studying social science discipline (education administration) and the other 

five are/were studying science or technology (process engineering, environmental 

engineering, and petroleum engineering). Their length of stay in Regina varies from two 

to seven years. Detailed information of each participant is listed in the following table. 

Pseudonyms were used to protect individual privacy; names in the table are pseudonyms.  
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Table 1     

Information of Research Participants  

Name Gender Age Discipline Years in Regina 

Bai Female Mid 20s Environmental 

Engineering 

2-3 years 

Yan Female Late 20s Environmental 

Engineering 

2-3 years 

Zhou Female Early 30s Education 

administration 

2-3 years 

Huang Male Early 20s Environmental 

Engineering 

2-3 years 

Jiang Male Late 20s Process 

Engineering 

2-3 years 

Hong Male Early 30s Petroleum 

Engineering 

6-7 years 
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I anticipated that Zhou might have more ideas to share in FGDs because she was 

the only participant studying social science discipline in which topics about individual or 

collective identities, social issues, and political policies were covered. Also, given that 

Hong has been in Canada several years longer than other participants, he might have 

developed a more critical perspective of Canada and Canadian policies from his living 

experience than that developed by other participants. In addition, the long-term urban 

living or studying experience of the participants might influence their comments on the 

sitcoms which were set in small towns. For example, they might take the rural life lightly 

in understanding national identities.       

Since the pool of Chinese student at the U of R is limited, one participant was my 

classmate in a course and four of the participants were my acquaintances. I abided a 

principle of volunteer participation, and I explained to the participants that their 

decisions to not participate would not impact our relationship. Even so, during the 

research process, I gave considerable thoughts to whether their primary intentions for 

participation were to show support or to offer insights. I often reminded myself of this 

question so that I could build more awareness into building the research-participant 

relationship. In the last section of this chapter, I will provide additional reflections on the 

researcher-participant relationship.   

Data Analysis 

A discourse analysis model was used to analyze the research data. The researcher 

followed “seven building tasks” (p.32) and the “four tools of inquiry” (p.61) in Gee’s 

model and then analyzed the data.  
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Seven building tasks and four tools of inquiry. Argued in Gee’s (2014) 

discourse analysis model is that people construct seven areas of reality in speaking and 

writing. Accordingly, Gee pointed out that discourse analysis can explore the seven areas 

of reality in any piece of spoken or written language. These seven building tasks are 

significance, practices (activities), identities, relationship, politics, connection, sign 

systems and knowledge (Gee, p.32-36). Six guiding questions are offered for reflecting 

each task:  

 Significance - How is language being used to make certain things significant? (p. 

32) 

 Practices (activities) - What practice (activity) or practices (activities) is this 

piece of language being used to enact (i.e., get others to recognize as on-going)? 

(p. 33) 

 Identities - What identity or identities are these pieces of language being used to 

enact (i.e., get others to recognize as the operative)? What identity or identities is 

this piece of language attributing to others, and how does this help the speaker or 

writer enact his or her identity? (p.34) 

 Relationship - What sort of relationship or relationships is this piece of language 

seeking to enact with others (present or not)? (p. 34) 

 Politics (the distribution of social goods) - What perspective on social goods is 

this piece of langue communicating (i.e., what is being communicated as to what 

is taken to be “normal,” “right,” “good,” “correct,” “proper,” “appropriate,” 

“valuable,” “the ways things are,” “the way things ought to be,” “high status or 

low status,” “like me or not like me,” and so forth)? (P. 34-35) 
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 Connection - How does this piece of language connect or disconnect things; how 

does it make one thing relevant or irrelevant to another? (p. 35) 

 Sign system and knowledge - How does this piece of language privilege or 

disadvantage specific sign systems (e.g., Spanish vs. English, technical language 

vs. everyday language, words vs. images, words vs. equations, etc.) or different 

ways of knowing and believing or claims to knowledge and belief (e.g., science 

vs. the humanities; science vs. “common sense”; biology vs. “creation science”)? 

(p. 35-36)  

I developed seven questions which corresponded with Gee’s seven building tasks. The 

data was analyzed with these questions in mind: 

1. How or in what ways did participants make some things significant or not? 

2. What practices or activities did participants enact?  

3. What identity or identities (built for others or themselves) did participants enact? 

4. What relationship or relationships did participants build, support or query?  

5. What social goods did participant discuss?  

6. How did participants make connections or disconnections between different 

objects or events?  

7. How did participants privilege or oppress certain sign systems, ways of 

knowing, or claims to knowledge?  

For Gee (2014), any piece of spoken or written language can enact or build the 

seven things. He further developed four tools of inquiry - social language, 

conversations, intertextuality and discourses as devices to analyze how the tasks were 

accomplished in specific instances of the use of language (Gee, 2014, p.45). Specifically, 
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these four inquire tools involve: (a) the Social Language represents different varieties of 

language used to express different identities, such as talking and writing as a teacher or 

student; (b) the Conversation with a capital “C” refers to the Discourse topics like 

environmental protection, globalization, or terrorism, which commonly debated in 

society or within certain social groups; (c) the Intertextuality indicates or alludes cases in 

which Discourse were interrelated; (d) the Discourse with a capital “D” (Gee, 2014, p. 

61) which I have explained in detail before in this chapter. Gee also rendered a set of 

guiding questions for reviewing the tools: 

 What social language(s) are involved? What sorts of grammatical patterns 

indicate this? Are different social languages mixed? How so? (p. 77)  

 What do social situated identities and activities these social languages enact? (p. 

78) 

 What Discourse or Discourses are involved? How is “stuff” other than language 

(“mind stuff,” “emotional stuff,” and “world stuff,” and “interactional stuff,” and 

non- language symbol systems, etc.) relevant in indicating socially situated 

identities and activities? (p. 78) 

 In considering this language, what sorts of relationships among different 

Discourses are involved (institutionally, in society, or historically)? How are 

different Discourses aligned or in contention here? (p. 78) 

 What Conversations (public debates over issues or themes) are relevant to 

understanding this language and to what Conversations does it contribute 

(institutionally, in society, or historically), if any? (p. 78)  
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 How does intertextuality work in the text, that is, in what ways does the text 

quote, allude to, or otherwise borrow words from other oral or written sources? 

What function does this serve in the text? (p. 78) 

Since Gee (2014) indicated that the four tools are certainly relevant to all the seven 

tasks, the current study used these tools to any of the building tasks. For example, 

regarding a theme emerging along the lines of Gee’s task – identities, I constructed six 

questions associated with the four inquiry tools to further identify the existence and 

rationality of the tasks:  

1. What and how was social language involved in the theme recognized by 

Identities?  

2. What Discourse was involved in this theme? 

3. How was “stuff” other than language (“mind stuff,” “emotional stuff,” and 

“world stuff,” and “interactional stuff,” and non- language symbol systems, etc.) 

relevant in indicating this theme? 

4. In considering this theme, what sorts of relationships among different discourses 

were involved (institutionally, in society, or historically)? How were different 

discourses aligned or in contention? 

5. What and how was a conversation (public debates over issues or themes) 

relevant to understanding this theme? 

6. What, and how did intertextuality work in indicating the theme?  

Data analysis procedures. In this study, FGDs were transcribed verbatim into the 

Chinese language by hand, since participants spoke Mandarin in the FGDs. Before 

digging into the transcribed materials, I conducted a thorough background check for 
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these materials. Regarding all public issues and news mentioned by FGD participants, I 

did an online search for additional information about social, political, and historical 

background to the issue. For example, because a participant discussed that a mosque in 

Ontario (a province in Canada) was set on fire in 2015, I found out the source of the 

news and looked for the following aspects of the story: When and where did this issue 

happen? Who was involved in the issue? How did journalists report it? Then I noted 

down some key points in transcriptions and made them as additional remarks for the 

following analysis. 

After adding all additional remarks in transcriptions which served to acquaint me 

the FGDs contents, I started to code every piece of conversations in FGDs. This analysis 

applied Gee’s (2014) seven codes: significance, practices/activities, identities, 

relationship, politics, connection, and sign systems and knowledge. In the coding 

process, applying Gee’s model, I mainly considered the seven questions I designed and 

listed in the previous section (Seven Building Tasks and Four Tools of Inquiry), which 

associated with the seven building tasks. Based on answers to the seven questions and 

my understandings the seven tasks, I coded paper-based transcriptions by highlighting 

text section(s) with parallel, and then I wrote down code(s) in red behind the heightened 

section(s). To visualize the coding steps, I attached a coding example (see Appendix F) 

to this thesis. The coding example is an excerpt from a transcription of Zhou and Jiang’s 

conversation in the second FGD, and it has English and Chinese language versions.  

When all transcriptions had been coded, an analysis then employed four tools of 

inquiry - social language, conversations, intertextuality and discourses as devices to 

further identify or confirm the existence and rationality of all emerging codes. During 
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this analysis process, I reflected on the six questions listed in the previous section (Seven 

Building Tasks and Four Tools of Inquiry), which were associated with the four inquiry 

tools. For this case, I attached an example of a coded excerpt analyzed with four inquiry 

tools (see Appendix G) to this paper. The example has English and Chinese language 

versions.  

After all transcriptions were coded and further analyzed with the four tools of 

inquiry, I began to identify meaningful themes by reflecting on the following questions: 

What theme constantly emerged from the coded sections? Are there any themes; and if 

so, what themes emerged from the coded sections can directly or inexplicitly answer the 

two research questions in this research? With these two queries in mind, I recognized 

eleven themes which repeatedly emerged and closely related to the research questions. 

With further thinking, I revisited and clustered the eleven themes by pondering: To what 

extent can a theme be incorporated into the other ten themes? Did it need to be distinct? 

How many of these themes were demonstrating a common topic? Finally, I organized 

themes and data into three large sections: 1) Understandings about Canadian national 

identity from CG; 2) perceptions of multiculturalism and pluralism from LMP; 3) cross-

cultural interaction and acculturation experience in Canada. The themes and data in the 

first and second sections responded to the research question: What are the messages 

about Canadian national group identity Chinese adult learners foster from Corner Gas 

and Little Mosque on the Prairie? The third section covered themes and data for the 

research question: How do the ideas from these sitcoms help Chinese adult learner 

understand and talk about their own living and learning experiences in Canada? 
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After all themes and data were organized into three large sections, I started to 

translate the research data and wrote Chapter Four in this thesis. The translation was 

challenging. At first, I tried to translate the data almost word for word from Chinese to 

English. But before long, I noticed that this method of translation was undesirable 

because English speakers would have difficulties in clearly understanding the translated 

research data. Therefore, keeping a principle of maintaining the original meaning, I 

translated the research data in ways that English speakers could easily understand. 

Critical Reflections on the Researcher-Participant Relationship. Now that I 

have completed the empirical part of my research, I have developed critical reflections 

about: having acquaintances in the research process. I treated the acquaintances as 

participants during the research process. In terms of all research-related events, I used 

formal ways to communicate and arrange meetings with them. Even though I often 

communicated with them through writing formal emails, they preferred to send me 

WeChat (a popular Chinese messaging app) messages or short messages on mobile 

phones. I thought that this was not a problem because to use a communication channel 

that participants were comfortable with was a humanistic approach to doing research. 

Also, not only my acquaintances but also the participant whom I first met at the time of 

the first FGD preferred to send me messages instead of emails.  

I wanted to ensure that they were clear about their roles and rights throughout the 

research. I prudently read the consent form in front of all participants at the beginning of 

our first meeting, and I rephrased some contents in the consent form by using everyday 

language so they could easily understand the contents. After that, they could reflect upon 
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whether they wanted to sign the consent form or not, and they had a hard copy of the 

document so that they could reread it and refer to it. 

I thought that asking participants to fill out a focus group evaluation form could be 

an effective to gain their feedbacks about my arrangement of the FGDs. In the form, they 

were not asked to leave any personal information so that they might feel safer to express 

their true comments. In other words, they did not need to worry about whether their 

responses would impact our relationships. In the real situation, I noticed that all of them 

praised the arrangement of the FGDs. This might be a result of their trust in me as a 

classmate, a friend, or a schoolmate.   

As discussed in Roulston et al. (2008)’s study, establishing rapport is an important 

factor in establishing an environment in which research participants are willing to 

communicate their ideas and concerns. A great advantage of having acquaintances in my 

research was that rapport could be easily built as a certain degree of mutual trust 

produced before the FGDs. Specifically, I observed that a discussion of establishing 

ground-rule for the FGDs was efficient enough as a warming up stage. I also found that 

participants were willing to share their stories and ideas so that our meetings lasted for a 

longer time than I expected. As such, on the one hand, I got more research data for the 

data analysis; on the other hand, I failed to keep our meetings to a planned schedule. 

However, a foreseeable challenge of having acquaintances in the research was 

managing group dynamics. It is not easy to manage various personalities of participants 

in a discussion for ensuring as far as possible that everyone has given an opportunity to 

contribute to the discussion (Hennink, Huter, & Bailey, 2011). I think it is also 

challenged to have both acquaintances and strangers in a research participant group. I 
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anticipated that the acquaintances were very likely to be dominant participants who felt 

more comfortable to share stories with me than the participant who met me at the first 

time. Therefore, I learned techniques about how to better facilitate a focus group 

discussion and how to manage group dynamics from a book written by Hennink, Huter, 

and Bailey (2011). I specifically learned how to use my verbal and non-verbal language 

to encourage quiet participants into a discussion, and then I used these skills in the 

FGDs. To sum up, having acquaintances in my research brought me both advantages and 

disadvantages in the research process.             

        To sum up, this chapter presented the design and methodology used for this study. It 

also presented the procedure to contact the participants, as well as how I collected and 

analyzed the research data. In the next chapter I present the findings.      
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CHAPTER 4: Findings 

Introduction 

This chapter presents major findings to explore how participants in this inquiry 

discussed their encounters with and production of discourses and practices of learning 

Canadian national identities form the Canadian sitcoms Corner Gas (CG) and Little 

Mosque on the Prairie (LMP). While reviewing and coding research data, I concentrated 

on my research questions: 

1. What are the messages about Canadian national identity Chinese adult learners 

foster from the sitcoms, Corner Gas and Little Mosque on the Prairie?  

2. How do the ideas from these sitcoms help Chinese adult learner understand and 

talk about their own living and learning experiences in Canada? 

Accordingly, I identified major findings that could explicitly or indirectly answer the 

research questions and sectioned these findings into three parts.  

The first section involves participants’ different perceptions of Canadian national 

identities as derived from CG. The second section demonstrates after watching episodes 

from LMP, participants’ discussion changed to ones about pluralism and 

multiculturalism in Canada. The section three displays findings that are mainly 

corresponding to the second research question: How do the ideas from these sitcoms help 

Chinese adult learner understand and talk about their own living and learning 

experiences in Canada? In the last section, guided by Gee’s (2014) discourse analysis 

model, I synthesize the research findings in the same sequence that I describe them in the 

previous sections. 
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The following sections contain a series of verbatim quotations from study 

participants’ discussions. All participants agreed to be named by pseudonyms. Also, all 

English words or phrases that participants initially spoke in FGDs are italicized in the 

quotations. As explained before, I collected the research data from two FGDs. In this 

chapter, notations FGD #1 and FGD #2 respectively represent the two FGDs which took 

place on August 18th and August 25th, 2016.  

Understandings about Canadian National Identity from Corner Gas  

In the first focus group discussion (FGD), when participants discussed questions 

about whether or how CG can help them define Canadian national identity, half of them 

pointed out that CG is not a typical case for representing Canadian national identities. 

For instance, one of the male international Chinese student, Jiang, noted that: 

I want to say that this sitcom is not particularly representative of Canadian national 

identities. ... Actually, I think Canadians are quite liberal and open-minded, and 

they support left-wing politics, but Corner Gas shows rightist values. Yes. The 

values from this show can only represent Saskatchewan. Or broadly speaking, it 

can represent three Prairie Provinces in Canada, but it can’t represent most 

Canadians. (FGD #1)  

 

Jiang communicated some characteristics of Canadians, such as liberal, open-

minded and support left-wing policies, which he believed were taken to be typical and 

normal. Additionally, for Jiang, locating a left or right wing political position can be a 

norm to identify whether something is a particular representation of Canadian national 
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identities and whether someone is a typical Canadian. In short, for Jiang, political 

positions are connected to defining Canadian national identities.  

Further, in Jiang’s opinion, the reason why CG that shows conservative (right 

wing) values is represent of Saskatchewan and comes from a current political situation in 

Canada, as he said: “Look. The Liberal came to power. Then Saskatchewan, among all 

provinces and territories, is the only province governed by the conservative government 

(FGD #1).”  

Jiang continued to discuss why he thought Saskatchewanians are not “iconic 

Canadians”. He noted: 

 

To be honest, the most iconic Canadians are in Ontario. Firstly, it has a longer 

history. Also, the public stereotype of it Canada, I think, basically comes from 

Ontario, a province which is quite inclusive of different cultures. Well… 

(Ontario) is more likely to follow the federal government. But Saskatchewan 

does not really trust the federal government, so they (characters in Corner Gas) 

are so mean to the tax man (in the show). “We have lived here for 

generations…you always come and plunder our money…we pay for your 

clothes…we pay for the call,” etc. But…yes, I think they are quite conservative. 

They are not the particularly iconic Canadians. It’s my opinion. Also, in fact, the 

size of the population in Saskatchewan is not large, about one million. The 

population of Canada is more than thirty million. Well, Ontarians are... 

generally… are very…I think they are the majority. (FGD #1) 
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He was trying to quote some texts from an episode Tax Man in CG. In this episode, 

a tax man comes to audit business records of a gas station. An owner of the gas station, 

Oscar, shows hostility to the tax man, shouting: “I file my taxes every year. I pay your 

damn salary…My taxes pay for that suit you’re wearing, buddy boy… My taxes pay for 

this call.” He used quotations to prove his view that Saskatchewanians are conservative 

and they do not always trust the federal government. To conclude, comparing 

Saskatchewanians with Ontarians, Jiang indicated that Ontarians are the iconic 

Canadians but Saskatchewanians are not. He rendered four reasons to explain his view: 

Ontario has a longer history, they show inclusive attitudes toward different cultures; 

Ontarians trusts the federal government, and they represent a larger size of the 

population.  

A female participant, Zhou also agreed that CG does not speak to Canadian 

national identities. An obvious connection in Zhou’s statement is that Canadian national 

identities are linked to images of Canada. She noted:  

 

Their country is very liberal and very pluralistic. This is my understanding (of 

Canada) before I came here. This is a large immigrant country… When you 

search the immigration website of each province and have a look at it, you can 

see that it always, always displays photos of ethnic minorities. Because they want 

to attract immigrants, don’t they? Then, regarding their universities’ policy, for 

example, the tuition for international students, especially in our province 

Saskatchewan, isn’t much higher than the tuition for local students. It (Canada) 

has many fascinating policies. To establish an image of Canada. For example, 
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Syrians are in a war, so we should… [Jiang interrupted and said: “Accept 

refugees.”] Right. As an open country, this is our international social 

responsibility. Those are images of this country. (FGD #1) 

     

To sum up, in her understandings, Canada is a very open, liberal, pluralistic, 

immigrant-friendly and internationally responsible country. She thought that these are 

the public images Canadians want to establish for their country. Specifically, she saw 

photos of ethnic minorities on Canadian immigration websites as a way to indicate that 

immigrants are welcomed to Canada. She also mentioned that there are many fascinating 

politics for international students in Canada, such as the education policy. For example, 

especially in Saskatchewan, international students do not pay much higher tuition than 

local students. Further, because of the refugee acceptance policy, she observed that 

Canada is devoted to being an internationally responsible country.   

In CG, however, Zhou did not find out the public images or characteristics of 

Canada mentioned above. In order words, she thought CG does not represent Canadian 

national identities. She concluded that:     

 

But you can find that this sitcom doesn’t want to display that kind of country 

images, because it aims to show people’s characteristics in this province. 

Well…What do images of the country look like? It seems that the sitcom doesn’t 

care. So, in this sitcom, I didn’t find out the image of a country that Canada 

publicizes. … From this sitcom, I didn’t know their attitudes toward immigrants 
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and attitudes toward other cultures. Are they exclusive or inclusive? I can’t tell, 

because it only focuses on their everyday stories. (FGD #1) 

 

There is a point of view about attitudes toward different cultures, which was also 

discussed by Jiang. Both Zhou and Jiang implicated that attitudes toward different 

cultures is an essential perspective to define Canadian national identities.      

Another male participant, Hong also agreed that CG does not show ideas about 

Canadian national identities. He understood that the sitcom was produced for 

entertainment and the sitcom represents a small Canadian town and this drama does not 

“intentionally publicize or present” Canadian national identities, noting that:   

 

To be honest, I don’t really think that the sitcom demonstrates something [pause] 

about Canadian national identity. I think this is a very [pause] I think this show 

firstly aims to [pause] how to say [pause] to entertain audiences. At the same 

time, it also shows a small town in Canada. I think it doesn’t, doesn’t 

intentionally publicize or present that [means Canadian national identities] 

[pause] or some other purposes. In addition, it also depends on how you define 

Canadian national identity. (FGD #1) 

 

As Hong said, how people understand or define Canadian national identities 

influences whether CG represents for them, Canadian national identities. A participant, 

Yan overtly voiced a similar concern in her discussion:              
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On the one hand, obviously, this sitcom focuses on Saskatchewan, so it cannot 

speak to Canadian national identities. On the other hand, if we think that 

provincial identities are a part of the Canadian national identities, then this show 

can demonstrate that [Canadian national identity]. For most Chinese people, they 

think Canada is very friendly, very inclusive and quite...nice comments like 

these. However, if you watch American TV shows, you can see that from their 

perspective, Canadians might look like the characters in this show. American TV 

shows often give Canadians a hard time by asking: “Do you guys sign your 

marriage license in Tim Hortons?” ... All in all, I am quite unsure about how to 

answer this question [the question of whether Corner Gas represents Canadian 

national identities]. (FGD #1) 

 

Yan mentioned a notion of Saskatchewan provincial identity that she thought CG 

could ‘obviously’ represent. Her statement lead to a discussion about the connection 

between provincial identities and national identities. She also argued that a Canadian 

national identity varies in meaning from different perspectives. For instance, when it 

comes to the Canadian national identity, Chinese people might think differently than 

Americans. Nevertheless, a participant, Bai, revealed a different perception of Canadian 

national identities from the other participants, indicating that audiences can observe 

national identities from CG. She noted:  

 

My understanding of Canadian national identity is based on many details, such 

as culture patterns and lifestyles. Generally, I would like to say that some things 
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particularly happen in Canada, which should be a part of Canadian national 

identities. … This sitcom (or all Canadian TV dramas) display a lot of detail, to 

show me more about the Canadian way of everyday life. For example, a 

convenience store in a gas station can function as a supermarket within a small 

town. It shows me what a Canadian home looks like and that the police will hide 

on the road side to measure your driving speed, or some things like that. (FGD 

#1) 

 

The knowledge about Canadian cultural patterns and lifestyles, in Bai’s view, 

constitutes Canadian national identities. She also admitted that the sitcom guided her to 

know more about Canadian ways of everyday life.  

After listening to opinions from other members, Zhou added a comment: 

 

From what we have discussed, I learned that there isn’t a province or a group of 

people can represent Canadian national identities. I think the real situation in 

Canada is that each province develops in their own way. They label themselves 

as Canadians when they are in a foreign country. But within Canada, each 

province (or territory) has its label. Thus, compared with a provincial identity, the 

national identity seems less important. (FGD #1) 

 

As she described, provinces and territories in Canada have their own 

characteristics and they all have their own history and own ways of development. Thus, 

Canadian national identities become rarely considered in public.  
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Additionally, Jiang also added his opinion that the federal government might have 

an impact on the establishment of national identities. He used the American federal 

government as an example:  

 

I would like to talk a little bit more about this national identity. Actually it 

[national identity] is also relevant to the government. I compare Canada with 

America, the two countries both have a lot of immigrants. America does 

intentionally create its national identity. Just like, well, ‘this is a country for 

freedom’ something like that. The American government does deliberately 

emphasis that. 

     

I have ever heard that America is known for being a big culture melting pot, 

whereas Canada is known as a big culture mosaic. What’s the difference between 

a culture melting pot and a culture mosaic? If it is a mosaic, you can keep intact. 

The Canadian government still encourages immigrants to keep their styles and to 

use their own languages. But after you move to America, you become an 

American, and then you should accept the American values... that’s what makes 

American national identity. You are here, and then you should accept that values. 

But in Canada, they don’t encourage that kind of norm, so it’s hard to define the 

Canadian national identity. (FGD #1) 

 

Given that Canada and America are two countries that both have a larger number 

of immigrants, Jiang made a comparison of these two nations. He declared that the 
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government of America intentionally create and emphasis American national identities 

by claiming “this is a country for freedom.” Further, he indicated that it is appropriate to 

use “a cultural mosaic” for describing Canada because it promotes pluralism and 

multiculturalism instead of melting differences together in assimilation. Finally, he 

concluded that the pluralism and multiculturalism challenge people to define Canadian 

national identities. 

Perceptions of Multiculturalism and Pluralism from Little Mosque on the Prairie 

According to the preceding data, in the first FGD, although most participants 

declared that CG does not really speak to the Canadian national identity, they explicitly 

or implicitly mentioned that Canada is a pluralistic, multicultural and immigrant friendly 

country. For instance, Yan stated that “for most Chinese people, Canada is a very 

friendly and tolerant country.” Zhou said that “Their country is very liberal and very 

pluralistic”. In addition, Jiang commented that “Canadians are quite liberal and open-

minded”. He agreed that Canada is like a big cultural mosaic, explaining that “If it 

(Canada) is a mosaic, you can keep intact. The Canadian government still encourages 

immigrants to keep their styles and to use their own languages.” Coincidently, 

participants also developed a series of discussions about pluralism or multiculturalism in 

Canada in the second FGD. 

In the second FGD, which differed from the first discussion, regarding the question 

“How do you think the LMP helps them to define a Canadian national identity”, 

participants did not explicitly state that this sitcom does or does not speak to Canadian 

national identities. Instead, they started a conversation about ‘diversity’, ‘inclusion’, 

‘acceptance’, and ‘assimilation’ in Canada. Here is an example of such a conversation:      
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Zhou: It is about diversity. It is a kind of inclusion in Canada for other cultures. 

These different cultures do not have to mutually assimilate. It means that, in 

Canada, Canadians allow you to do your worship, your spiritual life. This is where 

I allow you to live. She [Canada] doesn’t say yours are wrong or ours are correct. 

[In this show,] She [Canada] allows you to build a mosque. Even though, the key 

character, he has said, he said: “in this city, I have called a hundred of places. But 

no one is willing to rent me a place, as long as I said that it is for a mosque.” This 

scene indicates that there are some exclusions. But, finally, he can still find out a 

place for a mosque, right? Therefore, there is still a certain degree of acceptance, I 

think. The degree of acceptance other cultures is quite high. 

Moderator: Uh-huh. You think it’s quite high.  

Zhou: Yes. Right. Indeed.  

Jiang: It’s the same as what I have mentioned last time [the first FGD]. Canada 

encourages the idea of ‘a cultural mosaic’ rather than ‘a cultural melting pot’. 

Well, it’s hard to say ‘encourage’, but at least, at least Canada will not openly 

deny. You can keep your style, like... 

Moderator: Like...? Example? 

Jiang: They are permitted to practice their religious ritual. Our school also provides 

facilities for them, in a washroom on the way to the gym. You know that? One day 

I saw that. Ah? I was surprised, and I thought I went into a wrong place. But later I 

know. 
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Moderator: Yes, I know. Wudhu facilities for Muslims. There are some on the 

second floor of Riddle Center. 

Zhou: Right, there are. 

Jiang: Really? I didn’t know that. 

Moderator: Okay! So you both think the level of acceptance for diverse culture is 

quite high in Canada... 

Zhou: This is not assimilation, or ... I think the acceptance degree is that I allow 

you to be here, but I am not saying I will assimilate your tradition into mine, or I 

will vigorously implement my tradition into yours.  

Jiang: Um. 

Zhou: I think there is no assimilation, just acceptance. (FGD #2) 

 

After watching two episodes from LMP, Zhou used ‘diversity’ to summarize her 

thoughts, and she said there is ‘a kind of inclusion in Canada for other cultures’. Then 

she explained that ‘to include other cultures’ and ‘to assimilate other cultures’ are not the 

same. She also used a scenario from the sitcom to further her discussion. In the first 

episode of LMP, a character, Yasir, complained how hard it is to rent a place for a 

mosque. Zhou cited this excerpt, noting that the exclusion with respect to different 

cultures exists in Canada. But she still asserted that Canada shows high tolerance for 

diverse cultures or religions.  

In this conversation, Jiang iterated that Canada promotes the notion of a cultural 

mosaic. He indicated that people from different cultures are permitted to practice their 

religions and maintain their religious rituals in Canada. An example, Jiang pointed out 
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here, is that the University of Regina offers Wudhu facilities for Muslims. However, 

later he just said ‘Canada encourages the idea of a culture mosaic’, he revised his words 

into ‘hard to say encourage’ but at least, at least will not openly deny.’  

After listening the discussion above, the moderator commented: “After listening to 

your discussion, a Chinese phrase occurred to me: he ping gong chu (FGD #2).” The 

original Chinese phrase he ping gong chu used by the moderator literally means peaceful 

coexistence. For most Chinese people, he ping gong chu is also known as a principle 

from Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence which work as norms of international 

relations. Regarding the comment from the moderator, Zhou responded:  

 

Zhou: Yes. That’s what I mean. That’s it. 

Moderator: So, you think they are in a state of peace.       

Zhou: Not yet. On the way there. I think they haven’t coexisted peacefully, 

because in the show, there are some people who still call them [the Muslim 

characters] terrorists. (FGD #2) 

 

Zhou observed some stereotypes of Muslims from non-Muslims presented in LMP. In 

the sitcom, some non-Muslims call Muslim characters as ‘terrorists.’ Accordingly, she 

argued that different religion groups might live with peacefulness or harmony in the 

future but they do have some conflicts. Right after Zhou’s speak, Jiang said that: “I 

think, it’s more difficult for Muslims than Chinese people to integrate into a Western 

society. ... Because of the religion (FGD #2).” Participant Bai also spoke: “This is 

mainly because a Muslim means a person who follows or practices a religion rather than 
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a person from an ethnic group, such as a Chinese person, etc. (FGD #2).” It seems that 

Zhou, Jiang and Bai were concerned about relationships between people from different 

religions, especially relationships among some Muslims and non-Muslims in Canada.  

Later in the FGD, the moderator asked for confirming participants’ ideas, saying 

that:  

 

Therefore, to some extent, you believe this sitcom [LMP] depicts some 

characteristics of the Canadian national identity, right? According to what some 

of you just said, for example, they [Canadians] accept you and they allow you to 

practice your religion. However, you also discussed that it’s hard to say whether 

people from diverse groups have coexisted peacefully or not. What about the 

future? Do you think relationships among religious or social groups will be 

better? On the way to ‘more peaceful’? (FGD #2) 

 

Jiang was the first one to discuss this: 

 

Jiang: I think it’s hard to say. It’s hard to say how it looks like in the future 

(smiling while talking). I really think so. Like... 

Moderator: Why do you think that?  

Jiang: Canada also [pause], I don’t know whether you guys have heard the news. 

Some time ago, there was a, a Canadian. Maybe he is a Muslim descent. Didn’t he 

claim that he pledges loyalty to ISIS1? 

                                                      
1 ISIS, an abbreviation, is Islamic State of Iraq and Syria. 
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Moderator: I heard that news. [pause] It seems [pause]. He posted this claim on the 

Facebook or Twitter... 

Jiang: Yes. Then. It seems that he was shot dead or was imprisoned. Anyway, 

before he started it [an attack action], he was arrested. Because CSIM, the 

Canadian FBI, got the information and observed him. Some time earlier, there was 

[pause] where [pause] Well, some time earlier [pause]. Hasn’t Ottawa been 

attacked by terrorists, when we just came here [Regina]? Also, when the Liberal 

Party just came to power, didn’t they say that they will start to accept Syrian 

refugees? Then a Mosque was fired, in Ontario. 

Moderator: Also, in earlier this year, there was a piece of news. In Vancouver, 

refugees were hit by pepper spray outside a Mosque. 

Jiang: I did not know that. But I am not very optimistic. I don't think it will be 

better. 

Bai: Be better? What aspects are you talking about?  

Jiang: It’s about whether they will coexist peacefully.  

Bai: Okay, get it. 

Jiang: It’s about whether Christians and Muslims can get along with each other 

peacefully. (FGD #2) 

 

Jiang was discussing three, recent socio-political events to show that some social 

conflicts about terrorist attacks, Muslim communities, and the acceptance program for 

Syrian refugees. Accordingly, he was not ‘very optimistic’ about whether and how 
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Christians and Muslims can get on well with each other in the future. Nevertheless, after 

listening to Jiang’s opinions, Zhou immediately argued the following: 

 

Not exactly. I think if you just focus on these two religions [Christianity and 

Islam], you can see that recently they have had some conflicts. [Moderator: Um.] 

But if you would like to find out the Canadian culture from this sitcom [LMP], 

you can see that it is still quite tolerant of other cultures. [Jiang: Right.] 

Accordingly, I would like to say that this sitcom presents pluralism and 

multiculturalism. [Moderator & Jiang: Um-huh.] This show specifically locates 

in a background of the Muslim community, which directs you to consider more 

about Muslims in Canada. But regarding Koreans, Japanese, etc., or Buddhists, 

Jews, etc. I think they [Canadians] have done a great job. From a long-term 

perspective, people from different ethnicities or cultures can live in one society. 

(FGD #2)            

 

Zhou was reminding participants and the moderator that, while we were discussing 

pluralism and multiculturalism in Canada, we should not only reference or think of the 

social conflicts that have happened recently. Zhou also discussed that when we 

considered whether different ethnic or cultural group can get on well with each other, we 

should not only focus on the Muslim communities in Canada. In her opinion, Canadians 

are friendly with people who either come from different countries or follow different 

religions. Thus, she showed positive views to multiculturalism in Canada, as she said, 
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‘From a long-term perspective, people from different ethnicities or cultures can live in 

one society’. 

In contrast, a participant, Hong expressed a dissenting voice regarding 

multiculturalism. Since he could not attend the second FGD due to an emergency at 

work; he thus wrote down and send me his answers in English to the question “How do 

you think this sitcom helps you to define Canadian national identities?” 

 

I believe Canada is a country with Christian heritage which acknowledges the 

dignity and worth of the human person and recognizes the moral and spiritual 

values and the rule of law. I understand this show seeks to promote the religious 

and cultural diversity specifically for embracing Muslim culture in North 

America. In my personal view, multiculturalism only leads to more conflicts 

between and within groups as it does it in Europe nowadays. … For me, a 

country should have its mainstream culture. Multiculturalism, it sounds like very 

tolerant and very open-minded, but not all cultures are beneficial to the progress 

of a country. ... To accept all foreign customs and cultures will cause many huge 

social conflicts rather than the coexistence. ...Thus I think, with respect to the 

foreign cultures, Canada can be inclusive but cannot encourage or promote. 

Facing conflicts, Canada should still uphold its traditions. (written 

correspondence to FGD #2) 

         

In Hong’s view, the producer of LMP aimed to ‘promote the religious and cultural 

diversity and to specifically embrace Muslim culture in North America’. However, 
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overtly, Hong did not agree that multiculturalism is a good policy either in Canada or 

other countries. Promoting multiculturalism, he thought, will lead to social conflicts 

instead of the coexistence. Therefore, he supported that Canada ‘can be inclusive but 

cannot encourage or promote’ other cultures and Canada should ‘uphold its traditions’.  

As the preceding excerpts indicate, insights about multiculturalism or relationships 

among diverse ethno-religious groups are especially apparent in some participants’ 

statements. Additionally, regarding the question “How do you think the LMP helps them 

to define a Canadian national identity”, Bai shifted to new topics about women’s status 

and homosexuality, explaining that: 

 

Bai: Moreover, there is something related to Canadian national identity. It’s about 

the status of women, which I can easily identify, as well as topic of homosexuality. 

Really open-minded. I think, these are the important parts of Canadian national 

identities.  

Zhou: Hm, yes. The female mayor, right? 

Zhou: Right. Her [Bai] discussions remind me that the characters who have a 

decent job are all females. The doctor, the mayor and the secretary to the mayor are 

women. I feel that women particularly have right to speak in this sitcom. When the 

Iman was thinking of leaving, she [a female character named Rayyan] persuaded 

him to stay in the mosque. Also, she [Rayyan] created and encourage people to 

sign the petition. I think female characters are very active in the show. … As well 

as the topic of homosexuality. They don’t have say any criticisms, and they think 

that’s normal. (FGD #2) 
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Referring to the female characters and the scenarios portrayed in LMP, two participants 

Bai and Zhou discussed the status of women and homosexuality, which they connected 

to Canadian national identities. Bai directly pointed out that insights of women’s status 

and homosexuality are important for understanding Canadian identities, and she also 

stated, “In terms of protecting women's rights, Canadians have done a better job than 

other countries, which I think is excellent” (FGD #2). 

Cross-cultural Interaction and Acculturation Experience in Canada 

After watching two episodes from CG, participants discussed a question pertaining 

to what ways they think understanding Canadian national identities are important for 

them to live, to work or to learn in Canada. Two participants answered it directly from an 

international student’s perspective, discussing that it depends on how long the student 

plans to live in Canada. For example, talking about Canadian cultural and life styles 

instead of Canadian national identities, Huang noted: 

If you would like to stay in Canada, you will, you might want to learn about their 

culture and to know their ways of living or speaking. However, if you, same as 

many international students here, want to leave or don’t like Canada, you won’t 

even think about trying to understand it. (FGD #1) 

 

In Huang’s opinion, an international student who plans to live in Canada might want to 

learn about Canadian culture and cultural norms. Otherwise, the ‘same as many other 

international students’, he or she will not be mindful of Canadian culture or cultural 
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norms. Similarly, Jiang also considered the premise that ‘how long an international 

student plans to live in Canada’, explaining: 

It depends on whether you want to stay in Canada after graduation. If you plan to 

leave as soon as you get a degree, then it won’t be [pause] very necessary [ to 

understand Canadian national identities]. But in a long-term perspective, I think 

it’s [pause] useful. (FGD #1) 

 

Regarding the importance of understanding Canadian national identities, Jiang 

discussed that ‘it won’t be very necessary’ for a student who plans to return to his or her 

home country after graduation but ‘it’s useful’ for those prefer to stay in Canada. Jiang 

went on to share his thinking： 

 

I can share a personal experience. … On a high-speed rail, which departs from 

Hong Kong airport to Hong Kong downtown, there was a white man who was 

sitting right beside me. At the very beginning, I didn’t know where he came 

from, and then I started some conversations with him. He said he was from 

Winnipeg, and I said I was back from Regina. Well, we began to talk about 

Roughriders, Fritters, and Tim Hortons. Those all haunt our daily life, and they 

are very iconic, which immediately shorten our distance and make you feel 

cordial. It’s hard to say that he regards you as an insider, but you both have some 

‘shared topics’ that can immediately close the relationship. (FGD #1) 
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Sharing his personal story about having a social and intercultural interaction with a 

Canadian, Jiang discussed that talking about the “shared topics” is helpful to draw the 

interpersonal relationship closer. The shared commons that mentioned included a 

professional Canadian football team based in Saskatchewan-the Roughriders, an example 

of Canadian cuisine, and a fast food restaurant. Jiang also commented that those things 

are the quotidian and ‘very iconic’ symbols of Canada.  

Inevitably, international students experience a lot of social and intercultural 

interactions with people from the host country and other countries, during which same 

students often encounter challenges and obstacles in learning, finding and/or adjusting 

communicational strategies. For example, as Jiang discussed, discussing some ‘shared 

topics’ of Canada or the ‘very iconic’ things of Canada are an effective strategy to move 

forward the interpersonal relationship with Canadians. Another two participants, Bai and 

Yan voiced their concerns related to intercultural interactions with Canadians. 

Specifically, Bai said:  

 

Bai: I think if we have opportunities to make friends with Canadian students, of 

course, hmm…we can know more about Canadian national identities, which is 

very important. I often experience that, I arrive at a classroom, and some American 

or Canadian classmates are sitting around me, but I don’t know what I can talk to 

them, and they won’t take the initiative to start conversations with me. Sometimes 

that’s very awkward. Well, this problem does exist. 

Moderator: The opportunities to make friends with them. Also, you would like to 

have more common topics, right? 
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Bai: Right. I think our concern is that it’s easy to talk about academics, and we can 

keep discussing that; however, if they start a casual discussion, I can only listen 

since I don’t know what I can share. (FGD #1) 

 

At the beginning of her speech, she said that to make Canadian friends serves the 

purpose of knowing more about Canadian national identities; however, Bai discussed 

that she often encountered ‘awkward’ situations, such as having no idea what to talk 

about when she interacted with classmates. Thus, similar to Jiang, Bai also believed that 

understanding some common topics of Canada is necessary in order to interact with 

Canadians, noting that: “By the way, if you have some common topics with them, it will 

be easier for you to interact with classmates. Also, you can find out more and more 

common things from the interactions” (FGD #1). Yan echoed that she has also faced this 

kind of ‘awkward’ silence in communication. This is her statement:      

 

I have the same feeling. Sometimes we need to have meetings with some 

provincial government officers. I found that we don’t have any problem in 

reporting about work. There was also no problem when they were talking about 

what we should do for next stage, etc. Then, after all, we would have some casual 

discussions. At that moment, I often felt awkward, since I didn't have any idea 

about what I can say. Then, because of this situation, I pay attention to the news, 

which I can discuss with them. Before that, I didn’t read the news, but I do it 

because of that. (FGD #1) 
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Obviously, Yan also wanted to fill up the interactional gap which makes her feel 

uncomfortable, and she decided to look for conversational topics from local news. 

According to the preceding examples, we can recognize that either by learning or 

adjusting cross-cultural interaction strategies, some international students take an active 

role to adapt to the social life in Canada. In terms of the adaptation processes, Jiang 

discussed his reflections. He said: 

   

Regarding ‘become more Canadian’, I think it’s hard to learn it well deliberately. 

Instead, it takes a long time to accumulate step by step. … You can never pick up 

those [Canadian lifestyles]. You are more than twenty, and your styles are 

already fixed. Your children might be able to do it. For us, it seems difficult. But 

I think, Canada, as what I have mentioned before, is like a cultural mosaic, which 

is a very good idea. You can live in your way as long as you don’t interfere in 

other people’s lives, which is encouraged by the Canadian government. (FGD #1) 

 

 To become more Canadian, for Jiang, is a long accumulation process in which 

international adult students adapt to the life in Canada step by step. In this adaptation and 

accumulation process, he thought that it is difficult for these students ‘deliberately learn’ 

or ‘pick up’ the Canadian lifestyles. Because Jiang believed that the modes of life of 

adults are already shaped and fixed. Additionally, reiterating the policy of cultural 

mosaic in Canada, he believed that the Canadian government encouraged foreigners to 

sustain their own ways of living.                 
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In the second FGD, most participants manifested that they did develop some ideas 

about Canadian national identities from LMP, which I have outlined in the preceding 

section. Simultaneously, participants also reflected their positioning in a Canadian or 

American TV drama and a sense of self in a Canadian society. The following 

conversations developed from a discussion question that how LMP makes you feel 

uncomfortable or feel marginalized by Canadian society. It should be mentioned that, 

regarding this question, all participants explicitly answered that Corner Gas did not 

make them feel uncomfortable or marginalized. However, one scene raised some debate 

on this point:  

 

Bai: In the second episode, I found an excerpt which is a little bit unfriendly to 

China, but I can’t remember where the excerpt is. 

Zhou: Is it about the souvenir？ 

Yan:  The counterfeit bag.  

Bai: Right. She said, I will bring you a souvenir. 

Zhou: Here she used a word ‘genuine’. She said, I will bring you a genuine 

Chinese handbag.  

Bai: That’s it. 

Jiang: Hahaha.  

Bai: In short, this unfriendliness toward China makes me unhappy. 

Huang: I think [pause], they [pause and restart a new sentence]. I think sometimes 

it’s not necessary for us to [pause], how to say, to be so sensitive. 

Zhou: For making humour in comedy. 
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Huang: Right. This is a sitcom. Sometimes I find that there are some Chinese 

people. We call them wu mao dang [means 50 cent party], right? Anyway, as long 

as there is any negative comment about China, from a comedy, etc., these people 

immediately response with backlashes against the comment. … But, sometimes, 

we don’t need to be so sensitive. (FGD #2) 

 

In this conversation, participants were discussing an excerpt in the fourth episode 

Swimming Upstream in LMP. In this excerpt, Sarah Hamoudi, a secretary of the mayor 

called Ann Popowicz, felt disappointed when she knew that her business trip to China 

had been cancelled. Then, Popowicz consoled Sarah and said that: “I will bring you a 

genuine Chinese handbag. A knockoff Louis Vuitton bag.” Bai openly expressed her 

dissatisfied sentiment because it displays unfriendliness to China. But Huang held a 

different attitude. Concerning the joke in the sitcom, Bai might read it as an insult, and 

Huang saw it as a normal expression in a comedy. He thought that ‘it’s not necessary to 

be so sensitive’ to an excerpt in a sitcom. Not only did he respond to Bai’s dissatisfied 

sentiment, but he talked about a phenomenon on network. Huang found that in the 

internet, some Chinese people ‘immediately respond with a backlash against any 

negative comment about China’. In this case, he called these Chinese ‘wu mao dang’, 

and he thought they are ‘so sensitive’. 

Moreover, Bai and Zhou both mentioned that they watched some similar jokes in 

American television shows. Bai said: “I also found this in American shows (FGD #2).” 

Zhou echoed: “Right, American shows often do that. (FGD #2).” Moreover, how do 

Chinese audiences respond to these jokes in television shows? Zhou stated: “I feel 
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uncomfortable but I won’t say that. (FGD #2)” Jiang also observed that Chinese 

audiences choose to keep silent, stating that: “Even though you insult them [Chinese 

people], they won’t say anything. So, let us make ‘jokes’ on them. (FGD #2)” For 

Jiang’s remark, Zhou nodded in agreement, responding: “Yes, indeed. (FGD #2)” 

Additionally, participants talked about not only Chinese audiences’ silence toward 

the uncomfortable jokes from television shows, but also their taciturnity in daily life. For 

example, Zhou and Jiang deliberated:  

 

Zhou: Many Japanese and Chinese did suffer a lot in Canada. They witnessed a 

piece of tragic history in Canada. Even though we know that, we don’t talk about 

this with Canadians. We won’t develop activities, such as the reconciliation 

activity, to ask Canadians to recognise mistakes in the history and to ask for public 

apology or compensations. We have never done it. 

Jiang: Right. 

Zhou: We always just keep silent and immersed ourselves in work.  

Jiang: Like a pushover. 

Zhou: We are a kind of person who often reflect on their own behaviours. For 

instance, if our lives are not good enough, we will think: We should work harder; 

there is no any excuse; to work harder is only way we should do. (FGD #2) 

 

Zhou first clarified that, regarding the Chinese ‘tragic history in Canada’, Chinese 

people ‘do not talk about this with Canadians’ and Canadians ‘won’t develop activities’ 

for seeking reconciliation, apology or compensations. She also pointed out that Chinese 
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people “always just keep silent and immerse themselves in work’ to which Jiang 

commented with a word ‘pushover’, and she identified that Chinese people ‘often reflect 

on their own behaviors”. To further explain why Chinese ‘often reflect on their own 

behaviors’, she quoted a well-known Confucian motto, noting that: “We often say ‘xiu 

shen, qi jia, zhi guo, ping tian xia’, don’t we? According to this motto, we should always 

firstly reflect on and modify our own behaviors (FGD #2).” Xiu Shen, Qi Jia, Zhi Guo, 

Ping Tian Xia literally means cultivating the self (xiu shen), regulating the family (qi 

jia), putting the state in order (zhi guo), and bringing peace to the world (ping tian xia) 

(Chen, 2015). 

Furthermore, Zhou mentioned an excerpt from the episode Swimming Upstream in 

LMP to further explained her understanding of Chinese taciturnity. She said: 

 

Fatima said something like “Perhaps, we are causing too much trouble. Do we 

need to cause such a big trouble because of my knee.” Then, Rayyan answered, 

“It’s not about your knee. If you want to change the world, you have to make 

some noises.” In this case, I think Chinese people will have a really different 

idea. Sometimes we might say, “Is it too selfish to do this? Just in order to satisfy 

my personal needs, do we have to recruit a female safeguard?” Finally, we will 

keep silent, and we will adjust ourselves to that situation. So that, I think there is 

a huge difference. (FGD #2) 

 

As I introduced in Chapter one, in the episode Swimming Upstream, Rayyan, a 

young Muslim female doctor, prescribed a swimming routine for her patient, Fatima, to 
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cure her hurt knee. But both of them were disappointed and gave up their swimming plan 

when they found that there was only a male lifeguard in the public pool. Therefore, 

Rayyan worked hard to gather public signatures in order to request that the mayor to hire 

a female lifeguard. In the discussion, putting Chinese people into this story, Zhou 

estimated their attitudes and responses to the issues of recruiting a new lifeguard, to 

describe how and why Chinese people often keep silent. Concerning Zhou’s discussion, 

other participants nod heads or expressed concurrences in a soft voice that can be 

identified in the audio record of FGDs. 

Synthesis of Findings 

Synthesis #1: Understandings about Canadian national identity from Corner 

Gas. I referred to Gee’s (2014) seven building tasks in the discourse analysis model and 

coded conversations from study participants. Then I found that three themes constantly 

emerged from the coded research data. The first theme addresses participants’ 

perceptions of Canada or Canadians, which were fulfilled with a set of positive 

descriptions, such as open-minded, friendly, pluralistic and immigrant friendly. The 

second theme presents factors tied to Canadian national identity formation. For example, 

the policies of political parties, education, and newcomer reception to Canada. The third 

theme is about connections between regional and national identities in Canada. The 

following paragraphs will state how two significant building tasks, identities and 

connections, were coded.  

The building task of identities in Gee’s (2014) model primarily reflected how 

speakers or writers use language explicitly or implicitly to enact identities. The task of 

identities in Gee’s model was initially coded as participants discussing in depth about 
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identities of Canada and Canadian identities. They understood that CG solely represented 

Saskatchewan, small towns in Canada, or Saskatchewan’s provincial identities, which 

implied an opinion that Canadian national identities differ from Saskatchewan provincial 

identities and characteristics of the Prairie region in Canada or at the least, that Canada 

was composed of plural identities.  

Even though most of the study participants did not agree that CG could speak to 

Canadian national identities, they did have ideas of what subjects should be considered 

when constructing concepts of Canadian national identities. In this case, their 

conversations built a task of connections in Gee’s (2014) model. The task of connection 

indicated how study participants’ discourses connect or disconnect things, that is, make 

one thing relevant or irrelevant to another. For example, a participant Jiang developed a 

connection between political party policies and Canadian national identity formation. 

After the 2015 federal election in Canada, the Liberal Party has gained most seats in the 

House of Commons, forming a majority government. In the same period, Saskatchewan 

remained the only province governed by a conservative party which espouses 

conservatism. The distinctive political position of Saskatchewan was emphasized by 

Jiang. He assumed that because it is governed by a conservative party, Saskatchewan 

tends to be different or even oppositional to the federal government of Canada; also, he 

emphasized that national identities should be consistent with ideologies of the nationally 

governing party, that is, Canadian national identities should echo liberalism. 

Jiang also rendered that the government strategy or policy was relevant to the 

national identities, and he claimed it is more challenging to define Canadian national 

identities than American. To demonstrate his stance, Jiang compared ‘the melting pot’ 
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and ‘the cultural mosaic’ which often referred to America and Canada respectively. 

Besides, he connected not only politics but also history, demographics, and public 

attitudes toward difference and diversity to perceptions of Canadian national identities.  

In addition, I coded a task of connection in Zhou’s speech, since she connected 

policies, specifically, the policies of education and refugees reception, to Canadian 

national identity formation. Interestingly, Yan pointed out an idea that people should 

think about the connection between provincial/regional identities and national identities 

before considering whether CG is representative of Canada or Canadian national 

identities. For Yan, if provincial identity is perceived as a part of the national identity, 

CG can be representative of Canadian national identities. In contrast, if someone 

understands that the provincial identity is juxtaposed with the national identity, which is 

not necessarily connected with each other, CG cannot represent Canadian identities.  

Synthesis #2: Perceptions of multiculturalism and pluralism from Little 

Mosque on the Prairie. A central topic is pluralism and multiculturalism in Canada; and 

four themes embrace this topic. The first theme addresses participants’ perceptions of 

inclusion and exclusion in Canada. Secondly, participants reflect existing exclusive 

factors and realities in Canadian society, which led to the third theme - debate about the 

policy of multiculturalism. Finally, the topics of women’s status and sexual choice 

(homosexuality) attract attention from participants.  

A building task of significance that was proven by a tool of inquiry-intertextuality 

(Gee, 2014) helped to identify the preceding themes. The intertextuality here 

demonstrates how the study participants quoted, alluded to, or borrowed some oral or 

written sources for clarifying and supporting their opinions. For example, while Zhou 
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praised Canada’s inclusion, she indicated that a sense of exclusivity did exist in 

Canadian society by using a scenario in the sitcom as a represented example – that is, in 

the first episode of LMP, a protagonist complained about the difficulty of renting a place 

for a mosque. Also, using a scene - Muslims were called as terrorists in the sitcom - as an 

example, Zhou argued that conflicts exist amongst people from different religious 

settings in Canada. In another case, Jiang referred to some recent social tragic events 

disseminated as Canadian national news, and he expressed his dim view of the 

relationship between Christians and Muslims in Canada. At the end of the second FGD, 

Bai and Zhou, shifted to topics of women’s role and sexual orientation. They 

exemplified and discussed how some female protagonists and scenarios portrayed in 

LMP left an impression that women’s status is valued and the homosexuality is accepted 

in public in Canada. To sum up, participants used the way of intertextuality as they 

aimed to exemplify their interpretation of LMP and strengthen the significance of their 

ideas. 

Moreover, given that participants discussed a lot about how and why pluralism and 

multiculturalism were connected to the Canadian national identities, I referred to Gee’s 

(2014) discourse analysis and consequently coded a significant building task: 

connection; this task was further confirmed by a tool of inquiry – Conversation. The 

Conversation with a capital “C” here refers to the topics like a cultural mosaic, pluralism, 

and multiculturalism which commonly debated in public. To sum up, concerning 

multiculturalism in Canada, three main ideas emerged in the FGD. Firstly, Canada is 

inclusive and tolerant of diverse cultures and religions whilst a certain degree of 

exclusions persists. Secondly, most of the non-Muslim ethnic-minority groups have 
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integrated into Canadian society; multicultural strategies contribute to this actuality. 

Besides, a participant called for a retreat from multiculturalism. He thought 

multiculturalism bring conflicts rather than coexistence, referring to a series of clashes 

and riots in Europe that described as conflicts between immigrants and locals. Further, 

he rendered that multiculturalism gives support to some customs and cultures which 

retrogress the development of a country.  

Synthesis #3: Cross-cultural interaction and acculturation experience in 

Canada. In this section, a central subject is about how participants’ insights of Canadian 

national identities work in or relate to their cross-cultural interaction and acculturation 

experience in Canada. Specifically, they explained influences of Canadian national 

identities on cross-cultural, interpersonal, and acculturation experience. Further, 

watching Canadian sitcoms is a kind of intercultural experience, which not only 

stimulated participants’ thinking of Canadian national identities but also sowed the seeds 

for reflections about their identities and social-cultural and historical positions in 

Canadian society. The most clearly utilized of Gee’s (2014) building tasks were 

connections and identities, which assisted me to find out the central subject. I follow here 

with several examples. 

To start with, in a conversation about whether understandings of Canadian national 

identities mattered in their lived experience in Canada, Huang and Jiang created a 

connection between international students and Canadian national identities. Their speech 

showed that the indeterminacy of international students’ mobility or migration lessens 

the significance of this connection. Even so, some participants still observed relevancies 

among their life experience and Canadian national identities. For example, Jiang shared 
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his story of having intercultural communication, in which, he identified himself as a 

foreigner again, to discuss that communicating common topics about Canada was a 

helpful strategy to reduce interactional barriers with Canadians. His speech developed a 

connection to tie Canadian national identities with tangible Canadian-social goods. 

Different from Jiang, Bai and Yan did not ‘objectivize’ Canadian national identities; 

instead, they connected their intercultural communication and friend-making experiences 

with Canadians to their insights of Canadian national identities. 

Intercultural interaction does not only occur in real interpersonal communication, 

but it also happens through entertainment media. The entertainment media conveys 

meanings and, it also makes meaning of people’s experiences. In this inquiry, excerpts 

from LMP not only raised participants’ discussions about Canadian national identities 

and Muslim communities but also enlightened their reflections about their own identities. 

Regarding their identities, throughout this section, participants heavily relied on their 

personal backgrounds, experiences, and identities as international Chinese students or 

foreigners living in Canada to develop their insights and statements. 

Chapter Summary 

The first section of this chapter sought to present findings about ideas Chinese 

international students have regarding Canadian national identity as acknowledged 

through the sitcoms. Specifically, in the first FGD, when participants discussed questions 

about whether or how CG can help they define Canadian national identity, half of them 

pointed out that CG is not a typical case for representing Canadian national identities. 

Instead, participants introduced and explained their perceptions about Canadian national 

identities. Differently, in the second FGD, in term of the question “how do you think the 
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LMP helps you to define Canadian national identity”, some conversations from 

participants implied that this sitcom could speak to Canadian national identities. Further, 

findings in the third section exemplified how participants connect their insights about 

Canadian national identities to their personal lived experiences, especially about their 

across-culturally interactional experiences and the cultural adaptation process in Canada. 

In addition, some conversations demonstrated that participants talked about Canadian or 

American TV dramas and they also reflected in their sense of self in Canadian society. In 

the last section of this chapter, I referred to Gee’s (2014) seven building tasks in the 

discourse analysis model, coded conversations from study participants, and synthesize 

my findings. In the next chapter, how these findings respond to the research questions is 

critically analyzed.   
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CHAPTER 5: Discussions and Conclusions 

Introduction 

This chapter discusses my findings in light of relevant literature. The discussion 

follows the identified themes analyzed around the research questions and the data 

collected. Finally, the chapter will conclude with some key contributions from this 

inquiry to adult education theories and practices as they are undertaken in areas of 

culture as pedagogy, media literacy, and critical pedagogy.    

Discussion of the Research Findings  

Discussion #1: Active audiences and the construction of meaning. The macro-

concept ‘Canadian national identity’ is abstract and hard to define. The word ‘national’ 

often give readers a sense of ‘very broadly political’ and the word ‘identity’ has always 

been connected to psychology and philosophy. Besides, arguably, in immigrant societies, 

such as Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the United States, an inevitable tension 

exists between their internal diversity and their collective identities (Gagnon & Pagé, 

1999). In order to describe the collective identities, the tension often needs to be 

carefully considered. In the first FGD, some participants showed their hesitance to define 

Canadian national identities, as some of them directly used the English phrase - 

‘Canadian national identity’ in the group discussions instead of translating into 

Mandarin, and one participant replaced it with the ‘Canadian character.’ Nevertheless, 

considering the research question: what messages about Canadian national identity did 

participants foster from the sitcoms CG and LMP, it is no doubt that participants 

implicitly or directly make meaning of the sitcoms’ portrayals to understand Canadian 

national identities. 
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Both sitcoms display stories from a similar time period and portray two fictional 

towns from the same province in Canada, but CG and LMP oriented two sets of 

representations. For many audiences, CG was a nostalgic and old-fashioned “comedy 

about lovable people who don’t cotton to city life” (Weinman, 2009), in which 

inhabitants from different cultural background and visible minorities were largely absent. 

In contrast, LMP focused on the everyday life stories of a Muslim community. Even 

though each episode has its own topic, the Islam/Muslim community was the most 

common (30.3 per cent) theme in LMP (Eid & Khan, 2011). Findings of this study show 

that displaying two divergent storylines, these two sitcoms led study participants to 

different interpretations. For example, they consented that LMP could speak for 

Canadian national identities, whereas CG could only be representative of Saskatchewan 

identities rather than giving meaning to national representations or characteristics. 

Even though most of the study participants did not agree that CG could speak to 

Canadian national identities, they did have ideas about what subjects should be 

considered for constructing concepts of Canadian national identities. Interestingly, after 

watching LMP, most of the participants directly came to the point and developed 

conversations about multiculturalism and pluralism, which were, in the minds of the 

participants, closely tied to the national identities. These findings suggest that the study 

participants, a group of international students, already have or are developing ideas of 

Canadian national identities. Besides, most of the participants accepted that definitions 

about Canadian national identities are connected to some concepts, including diversity, 

multiculturalism, and pluralism. Their insights come from numerous sources, including 

watching sitcoms, and diverge from their other life experiences. 
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Corner Gas, for most participants, presented examples of local and rural 

conservatism and localism. For example, people in the show always wanted to keep 

away from an officer once they knew he was from Canadian Customs and Revenue; for 

the participant Jiang, this represented the hostile sentiments of locals to the federal 

government. In another case, a Torontonian who inherited the only coffee shop in the 

local town, was flabbergasted that townsfolk thought coffee refills should be free, and 

then asked her clients for the payment; however, she was reminded by the response, 

“You are not in Toronto… This is Saskatchewan.” This scenario was also alleged 

‘localism’ by study participants. These findings above suggest that some scenes in CG 

reinforce audiences’ presumptions of what rural areas look like and bolster some general 

discourses about small towns; although, saying: “I had an aversion to overtly rural 

themes,” Butt has ever rejected that he was producing a rural sitcom (Weinman, 2009). 

Notwithstanding, far from being passively influenced, study participants actively 

responded to the cultural text with their knowledge and experiences; followings are some 

examples in this study. 

Given that Canada promotes the concept of culture mosaic/diversity and embraces 

distinct regional symbols, participants found it difficult to ‘summarize’ national 

identities. One of study participants even concluded that the national identities are not 

paramount in Canada while the regional identities are more significant in this country. 

As Gagnon and Pagé (1999) reiterate, an inevitable tension exists between internal 

diversity and their collective identities in immigrant societies. Here, regarding the 

‘internal diversity’ in Canada, the finding from my research indicates that the diversity is 

not only ethnic or racial but also regional. To better understand the topic of regional 
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diversity in Canada, Quell (2005) conducted some in-depth surveys. A survey done by 

Quell (2005) shows that on the whole, a majority (56 per cent) of Canadians feel they are 

now at home after moving to another part of their country. Nevertheless, only 42 per cent 

of those who have moved to Quebec (a province of Canada) feel the same way, while 75 

per cent of people who live in British Columbia (a province of Canada) think so. Given 

that Quebec is the only one province in Canada to have a predominantly French-

speaking population and use French as the sole provincial language, this survey result is 

not surprising. Further, overall, 70 per cent of Canadians think that newcomers can 

identify with their new region in Canada after 5-year residence experience, while fewer 

Quebecers (60 per cent) believe that the process will go that quickly (Quell, 2005). These 

survey data reveal that for Canadians as well as newcomers, regions in Canada are quite 

different with their own characteristics, which explicitly evidence that the ‘internal 

diversity’ (Gagnon and Pagé, 1999) of Canada is not only ethnic but also regional.  

Similar to interpreting CG’s scenarios, research findings reveal that participants 

took LMP’s portrayals – they situated them in contemporary politics and considered 

what subjects they might represent. For example, regarding representations of women’s 

status and sexual orientation. In LMP, a theme of women’s issues covered 19.2 per cent 

of the scenes (Eid & Khan, 2011). Additionally, this sitcom refrained from stereotypical 

representations of Muslim women to non-Orientalist representations (Eid & Khan, 

2011), which suggests that Muslim women were equitably and positively portrayed in 

the sitcom. In this study, two female participants identified the refraining of Muslim 

women in the drama and considered it as a societal identification/recognition of women’s 
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status in Canada, and they further acknowledged its significance to define the positive 

and collective identities.   

In a related vein, earlier in the first episode, audiences already saw how Muslims 

tried to establish a mosque within a local parish hall and then negotiate its position in 

relation to the broader community. The alarmism and demonization from non-Muslims’ 

understanding of Islamic practice or culture surfaces; this portray was analyzed by 

Sandra Cañas (2008). Even though the cultural misunderstandings or conflicts were 

drawn through forms of humor and ultimately arrived at a state of peace in the sitcom, 

they still lead participants to challenge some existing issues. For instance, regarding the 

storylines about how difficult it was for Muslims to rent a place as a mosque, a 

participant referenced them and comprehended ‘inclusion’ as well as ‘exclusion’ for 

different cultures in Canadian society. Similarly, for another participant Jiang, LMP was 

reminiscent of the concept of culture mosaic in Canada; but also, he cast doubt that in 

real life, whether diverse cultures, religions, and values are truly and far-ranging 

tolerated in this country. Here, it is worth noting that this uncertain stance from Jiang 

also springs from representations delivered by national news. Specifically, he referred to 

some recent tragic news in which either the assailants or the victims were Muslims to 

evidence his doubt. It should be noted that in this study, he was not the only study 

participant to bring national/international news representations of Islam into discussions.  

To conclude, findings displayed in preceding paragraphs illustrate that audiences 

do not merely and passively receive meanings that are delivered by representations in 

television sitcoms. Instead, they will continually and seriously situate the sitcoms’ 

representations in current society, as well as create discourses and their own meanings on 
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the representations, which are based on their pre-existing experiences and knowledge. In 

an inquiry, Jubas (2015) also observed a similar situation that regardless of any messages 

that cultural texts might intend to convey, audiences respond to the texts in ways that are 

broadly shared and particular to their sociocultural contexts. Additionally, these findings 

reiterate Wright (2015)’s claim that popular culture narratives are often embedded in 

people’s daily lives and interwoven into our personal stories. Investigating the 

pedagogical power of popular culture texts, researchers (Armstrong, 2000; Carter and 

Howell, 1998; Jubas et al., 2015; Tisdell, 2008) acknowledge that audiences take on the 

active, not vulnerable and easily manipulated, role in interpreting cultural texts and 

constructing meanings. My findings above confirm this idea. Generally, the 

aforementioned researchers and my study, echo Hall’s (1997) theory of media effects, 

specifically, supporting the idea that entertainment media has impacts on audiences and 

that, in turn, the audiences often nurture ideas through representations. Thus, the study 

concurs with the literature that supporting popular cultural texts provide important 

teaching and learning materials about the social life and its connections to divergent 

groups of citizens.         

Discussion #2: Contributing to an inclusive society. To step further, the research 

findings suggest that the participants observed complications in regards to the integration 

of Islamic tradition into Canadian society. This observation was linked to others that fall 

within the theme of multiculturalism. Participants also cast critical glances over 

multiculturalism, which was another significant theme in the FGD.  

From 1971, multiculturalism as an official state policy in Canada is maintained till 

now, triggering many debates about its effectiveness (Guo & Wong, 2015). Findings of 
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this study reveal how people might evaluate multiculturalism and how they might 

reproduce/negotiate different voices about multiculturalism from media representations 

or public opinions. For example, a participant cast the social relation net widely and 

reminded others that the public should not merely hearken some negative stories about 

Muslim communities, but also see the well-accommodated life of other ethnic, or 

religious groups in Canada. This participant has generally spoke fondly about the idea of 

multiculturalism. Indeed, public voice polling by Environics Institute (2015) reveals an 

opinion of appreciating multiculturalism: “An increasing majority of Canadians identify 

multiculturalism as one of the most important symbols of the country’s national identity 

(p. 2).” Tastsoglou and Petrinioti (2015) also state that Canadians today are proud of that 

multiculturalism has become part of Canadian identity. Additionally, regarding a 

question about whether multiculturalism can deal with religious groups or faith-based 

claims in Canada. Kymicka (2015) expresses his optimistic stance and belief that taking 

advantage of Canada’s existing multiculturalism policy to ethnicity and race, Canada can 

build upon the existing policy and apply it to religion.            

In contrast, another participant Hong, who was an international student and now is 

a permanent resident in Canada, expressed his support to a backlash of multiculturalism. 

In many countries, as Winter (2015) points out that, especially, in some European 

countries, fears continually grow along with a series of tragic social issues about the 

home-grown terrorism and the lack of integration of immigrants and their descendants. 

Hong also had that kind of fear and considered these tragic events as a warning to 

Canada. He was concerned that multiculturalism’s tolerance and open mind would 

indulge some cultures, customs, and values that might threat the development of national 
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community and contribute to a fragmentation of Canadian society. This research finding 

shows that in general, Canada’s dominant discourse still favors multiculturalism. 

However, queries and criticism about multiculturalism exist and might increase because 

of the shadow of actual terrorist incidents associated with militant Islamist or other 

immigrants in the west (Guo & Wong, 2015). Even for some non-natives who live 

largely within their own cultures in a host country, multiculturalism does not always 

attract support, but lead to a cultural clash.    

Over a long period, multiculturalism has become a significant component of 

Canada’s image. As Bhikhu Parekh defined, multiculturalism doesn’t merely mean 

embracing pluralities of cultures, but rather a society creates, guarantee, and encourage 

spaces for different communities to develop their own pace; these communities are 

invited to interact and enrich the existing culture and produce “a new consensual culture” 

(as cited in, Giroux, 1992). This definition of multiculturalism is particularly convincing 

for me, which further leads me to reconsider formation of Canadian national identities or 

images. Nevertheless, it is not the purpose of this inquiry to indicate what Canadian 

national identities are about, but to explore television sitcoms’ stimulating function for 

considering this big theme and involving a group of international students into debate 

and discussion which contributes to a truly open, inclusive, and multicultural 

environment. In fact, not only findings from my study but also much empirical research 

(Armstrong, 2000; Roger, 2002; Sandlin, 2007; Wright, 2007; Jubas, 2005) has stressed 

that the popular culture, including television series, movies, fiction, fairy tales, and 

culture jamming, take a vital role in engaging adults in ‘everydayness’ dialogues about 

critical social issues, which contributes to building an inclusive society.  
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Discussion #3: Expanded thinking about “ourselves”. According to Gee’s 

(2014) big “D” discourse theory, the discourse refers both to the language system and an 

identity model, and further, works to distinguish particular groups and creates identities. 

To contextualize this idea in the current research, I understand that how participants 

produce or reproduce discourses, such as about Canadian national identities, diversity, or 

multiculturalism, indicates certain ways of acting, interacting, thinking, valuing and 

using language, which can be employed for identifying the participants’ identities as a 

member of socially meaningful groups. The reverse is also true: participants’ identities, 

to some extent, explain why they understood things in some certain ways. Wright’s 

(2007) research data can be used to understand ideas above, which has been discussed in 

the literature review of this thesis. 

Either the first or the second FGD informs that participants highlighted the ideas of 

pluralism and multiculturalism in Canada and viewed those as symbols of the country, 

although related criticism also emerged. Arguably, what participants have seen and heard 

in their living experience in Canada are reminiscent of the concepts/phenomena of 

multiculturalism and pluralism. Besides, to ponder from a perspective of participants’ 

identification, the obvious stress about multiculturalism and pluralism in participants’ 

conversation can be further understood. It is important to bear in mind in reading the 

findings of this study that participants are all Chinese international students in a 

Canadian university. As an international student, a visible minority group member in 

Canada, participants pay particular attention toward multiculturalism and pluralism; this 

can be seen as a reaction towards the role of a non-native as well as an expectation to 

maintain their culture and to fully participate in the host society where they choose to 
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pursue postsecondary education. Indeed, the desire to preserve their heritage and fully 

participate in Canadian society emerges again in the way participants discussed how 

understanding Canadian national identities is necessary for them to live in Canada.  

In the discussion about whether or how the ideas about Canadian national identities 

are related to participants’ living and learning experience in Canada, most participants 

responded directly to a theme of intercultural communication/interaction. The challenges 

and difficulties participants emphasized within cross-culture communications, and 

friend-making experiences with Canadians mainly stem from the unfamiliarity of the 

‘common norms,’ ‘hot topics,’ and ‘popular sources’ in daily easy-chats. This situation 

brings them a feeling of alienation in or out of the classroom setting, although to 

communicate professional information from work or study is not a big problem. In this 

case, participants understood Canadian national identities as a set of objects and events 

that can be connected to Canada and as the powerful catalysts for smooth interaction 

with Canadians. 

Facing the communication challenges discussed above, most participants would 

search strategies and generate some progressive changes. Arguably, this is a typical 

formulation for the non-native population to use settling into a new environment. There 

was, however, a reactive voice about the acculturation experience from a participant. 

Here, the saying of ‘reactive’ comes from Berry’s (2005) ideas on acculturation, 

describing a phenomenon that non-native population reject the cultural influence from 

the dominant group and keep using their heritage culture norms or change towards a 

more traditional way of life, rather than “inevitably towards greater similarity with the 

dominant culture” (Berry, 2005, p. 701). In the current research, the reactive voice 
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occurred. The participant Jiang observed that it takes a considerably long time or even 

worse or it might be impossible for adult international students or immigrants to change 

their existing and long-term used behavioral and ideological patterns. Further, given the 

official policy of multiculturalism in Canada, maintaining non-natives’ traditional ways 

of life is respected by Canadian society. Accordingly, Jiang concluded that to make 

deliberate changes is not always necessary or important. Acculturation, the complex 

process in which non-natives often negotiate with the new environment, become more 

complicated when it is reciprocal with multiculturalism; people’s acculturating strategies 

will simultaneously readjust. This finding is relevant to scholars who conduct studies 

involving immigrants, newcomers, and international students in multicultural societies. 

Interestingly, in a study exploring whether and how multiculturalism has become part of 

the lived experience of second-generation, Canadian born-youth of Lebanese descent in 

Halifax, Canada, Tastsoglou and Petrinioti (2015) observed that born and raised in a 

multicultural society, these second-generation Canadian-born youths seem to develop a 

hybrid ethnocultural identity. The hybrid ethnocultural identity means that these youths 

select and accept certain attributes from both local mainstream and parental cultures 

rather than inevitably chase similarity with the dominant culture. Echoing Sykes’ (2008) 

claim, Tastsoglou and Petrinioti argued that this pattern of acculturation - developing a 

hybrid identity – can bring higher levels of personal satisfaction and adaptation, lead to 

more successful social integration, and contribute to social cohesion at large. In general, 

an undertone in both Tastsoglou and Petrinioti’s study and my own, is that people tend to 

adjust or develop their acculturating strategies in an increasingly multicultural society.  
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Moreover, some negative representations of Chinese people in LMP worked as a 

platform in which participants could negotiate their identities. Negative or stereotypical 

representations of Chinese people or of China, as participants observed, not only emerge 

in Canadian sitcoms but also American television shows. For this, Cui (2015) claimed a 

relevant observation about the misrepresentation in Canadian media. She discussed that 

despite the implementation of multiculturalism policy for forty years, Canadian media 

institutions have often been criticized for their reluctance to reflect multicultural 

commitments of Canada and their continued insistence on negative converge of 

minorities (Cui, p.213). In Cui’s (2015) study, participants spoke out their views toward 

discourses within a highly controversial article about Asian students.  

Differently, in this current research, participants pointed out but did not choose to 

discuss much about how they, as Chinese nationals, were blatantly and negatively 

represented in LMP. Instead, they mainly talked about how Chinese audiences might 

view and respond to those negative representations, and then they reflected Chinese 

people’s identities and positioning in Canadian society. Regardless where their 

assumptions stem from, which might come from their firsthand experiences or public 

representations, taciturn, and hard-working are the characteristics that most participants 

attached to Chinese people. These characteristics were also pointed out and discussed by 

Sun (2016). Nevertheless, participants of my study expressed that they did not agree with 

those characteristics, especially the taciturnity, in the situation that their interest was 

violated or the fame was slandered. It seems that they were appealing to compatriots for 

rethinking these characteristics. For example, Zhou pointed out the silence from Chinese 

people toward their historical tragic treatment (Mackey, 2002; Wohl, Matheson, 
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Branscombe, & Anisman, 2013) in Canada; Jiang used a word – pushover – to comment 

Chinese who are always taciturn. Also, study participants in Cui’s (2015) research 

discussed that a lot of public comments about Asians are stereotypical and they 

particularly used their personal stories as a counter-discourse to a stereotyped “nerd”. 

However, there is an interesting observation that many of Chinese students participating 

in Sun’s study acknowledged and cherished the traditional value of silence. It should be 

noted that the way of silence, which was explored in Sun’s study, was mainly observed 

in teaching and learning setting. In my study, participants discussed whether the way of 

silence worked in dealing with political or social issues. Additional research 

incorporating the results of my study and that of Sun on the role of silence is possible. 

Finally, findings also indicate that not only how the sitcom represents itself 

enlightened participants’ reflections, but also how the sitcom portrays ‘others,’ a 

different ethnic group in Canada, stimulated deep-thinking about their own personalities 

and their own positioning in the host country. For example, the participant Zhou referred 

to how Muslims deal with an issue of appealing a public issue, and then she discussed 

how Chinese residents in Canada might deal with the same issue. The ‘others’, works as 

a mirror for participants to discover more about ‘ourselves.’ Tisdell’s (2008) research 

credited this idea and discussed that the role of television or film helps audiences not 

only expand understanding of ‘others’ but also caused reflection about ‘myself,’ my 

positioning, and my prejudices of ‘others’.  

Discussion #4: Popular culture in hegemonic processes. From a Gramscian 

view, the importance of popular culture is not its aesthetics but its politics – its 

intersection with power (Sandlin, 2007). Hall (1997) also claimed that not only the 
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economic exploitation and physical coercion but also the broader cultural and symbolic 

terms witness the impact of power. In a cultural text, the power to represent someone or 

something in a contained way is a symbolic power; stereotyping is a kind of symbolic 

violence, the symbolic power of violation (Hall, 1997). In this inquiry, it seems that 

participants did identify some types of the symbolic power or violence in representations 

from popular culture. For example, the way they saw rural areas in Canada represented 

in CG, how multiculturalism is represented in LMP, and how Chinese people are 

commonly portrayed in North American. Within the process of identifying and 

negotiating with those powers, common sense, knowledge, authorities, and 

representations from economic, political, and civil domains were involved in 

participants’ discussions. 

According to Gramsci (1971), a circularity of the hegemony is not only connected 

to an apparent force or coercion but often won from the fluid negotiation between those 

in authority and those oppressed, as well as the constant negotiation between competing 

for ideological, political, and social forces within actions or activities in everyday life 

(Jubas, 2010). In my study, findings resonate the ideas above, as CG and LMP often 

provoked study participants with divergent thoughts about existing political, economic, 

and social orders and structures, yet these often uncritically arrived at a group consent. 

However, at the same time, these research findings also echo that popular culture can be 

a significant site for negotiating and accommodating power relations during which 

hegemony emerges or resistance arises. This is supported by ideas of Stephen Duncombe 

(cited in Sandlin, 2007) who stated: 
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Both the culture we enjoy and the culture in which we live provide us with ideas of 

how things are and how they should be, frameworks through which to interpret 

reality and possibility. They help us account for the past, make sense of the present 

and dream of the future. Culture can be, and is, used as a means of social control. 

More effective than any army is a shared conception that the way things are is the 

way things should be. The powers-that-be don’t remain in power by convincing us 

that they are the answer, but rather that there is no other solution. But culture can 

be, and is, used as a means of resistance, a place to formulate other solutions. In 

order to strive for change, you have first to imagine it, and culture is the repository 

of imagination (p. 75). 

 

The following paragraphs discuss some examples of my study, suggesting that: from an 

audience-reception perspective, watching sitcoms sometimes reinforces hegemonic 

ideas; at other times, that discourse may disrupts hegemony.  

Either the national identities or the dominant culture are the people-constructed or 

imagined entities (Anderson, 2006; Miedema, 2005). For Benedict Anderson (2006), 

“nation” seems like an imaged political community, given that “the members of even the 

smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, or even hear 

of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion.”  The nation, 

national identities, as well as the dominant culture, all reflect thoughts of those who 

create them. Who are the creators? I resonated to Miedema’s (2005) inference that the 

creators are elites from different areas and contain dominant and official status in 

society, as they are more likely than others, to gain power and to steer culture toward 
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their dominant wills and even convincing the public to accept them. Of course, meanings 

of Canadian national identities, and the dominant culture often and continually change 

and are challenged. Firstly, different historical periods and social contexts color people, 

things, and events in unlike ways. Also, even though in the same context, individuals’ 

various positions, such as to position by age, gender, ethnic, religion, nation, territory, 

and socio-economic class, contribute to various cognitions of realities which potentially 

challenge facts of domination. That is to say, within a particular period, either the 

Canadian national identity or the dominant culture has thousands of definitions and 

perceptions rather than one or a few. It might further be pondered whether national 

identities are understood as stereotypes. Also, whether the national identities might 

restrict how people would comment on country or its people. However, in my study, I 

witnessed that the power of hegemony lies in its historical and political hegemonic 

control over public’s discourses of Canada and Canadians. For example, tolerance, 

diversity, multiculturalism, and pluralism are considered as the typical and dominant 

constituents of the Canadian national identity. Yet intolerance and exclusion, either 

appear in real life or television sitcoms, are often regarded as special cases or regional 

conditions. This is the stereotype most people view as the represented Canadian identity; 

hegemony works in this way too. Although participants in my study felt difficult to 

define Canadian national identities, ultimately, most of they concluded that LMP could 

speak to the Canadian national identity as LMP represents multiculturalism and 

pluralism of Canada, whereas CG could only speak to regional characteristics.  

Discussions from study participants not only uncover the power of hegemony in 

public discourse, but also reveal that sometimes, the counter-hegemony discourse 
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simultaneously emerges and develops. As stated above, LMP presented a society in 

which Muslims are often stereotypical perceived, but ultimately, the conflicts were well 

arranged, and different religious groups peacefully live together. Accordingly, most of 

the participants interpreted that LMP as a metaphor of a multicultural and pluralistic 

Canadian nation. Regarding the current state of multiculturalism in Canada, participants 

discussed their own opinions which were negotiated, critiqued, or remade through 

dialogue with each other. During these discussions, counter-hegemonic stances appeared. 

It was evident from Hong who posited that to current politics directly critiqued the 

implement of multiculturalism and he called for a backlash of against this policy in 

Canada. 

At times, the power of hegemony can still absorb counter-hegemonic points of 

view. For example, witnessing alarmism and demonization from non-Muslims’ 

understandings of Islamic practice and culture in LMP, some of my study participants 

took representations-in-LMP and current news into consideration and tried to challenge 

‘tolerance’ and ‘inclusion’ of Canada. Yet after some discussion they returned to the 

consent that this country has done a good job of supporting diversity. In another case, 

some participants expressed their discontent toward jokes about Chinese in LMP. In 

Hall’s (1997) words, these participants have identified a kind of symbolic violent-power. 

Concerning this power, they mainly talked about how Chinese audiences might respond 

to relevant negative representations about China. They also reflected upon how the 

silence of Chinese people often held influence on their identity and positioning in 

Canadian society. But they did not argue: How and why were they negatively 

represented? With a multiculturalism policy in Canada for more than forty years, why 
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does the Canadian media still insist on using negative coverage of minorities? They 

talked about themselves – their identification and their positioning in Canadian society, 

but they still backed away from some serious topics, such as racism, to challenge 

concepts of multiculturalism and respect or to question Canadian media institutions. In 

these two examples, the resistance of hegemony arises, but the talent of hegemony wins. 

The findings therefore mirror that popular culture is a site of conflict, hegemonic power, 

and potential political resistance (Sandlin, 2007; Dolby, 2003). Some educational 

scholars (Brookfield, 2005; Jarvis, 2005; Jubas et al., 2016; Tisdell & Thompson, 2005) 

who focus on popular culture as a site of learning have echoed this view of popular 

culture and hegemonic thoughts.   

Concluding Thoughts  

Connections to culture as pedagogy and critical pedagogy. This adult 

educational study mainly contributes to a realm of public pedagogy that focuses on 

informal and non-formal learning. This section concludes with a few key contributions 

from this study to adult education theories and practices in the areas of popular culture as 

pedagogy, media literacy, and critical pedagogy. Responses of Chinese international 

students illustrate that cultural texts produced by the host country are important learning 

sources about identity formation and negotiation of others and themselves. Clearly, 

popular television sitcoms are necessary to consider in the formation of regional and 

national understandings; it bolsters the claim that entertainment media and popular 

culture are an essential site for learning (Armstrong, 2000; Jarvis, 2005; Jubas, 2005; 

Wright, 2007; Wright & Wright, 2015), as they can both reiterate and challenge 

hegemonic discourses (Jubas, Taber, & Brown, 2016; Sandlin, O’Malley, & Burdick, 
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2011; Sandlin, Wright, & Clark, 2013). Therefore, adult educators should explore further 

the public pedagogy available in sitcoms and popular culture, including the many ways 

in which adult learners might interpret cultural texts, reiterate hegemonic views, and 

produce counter-hegemonic opinions to create versions of a democratic or unjust public 

space.     

Still, to pedagogically use entertainment media and popular culture, scholars need 

to consider whether learners have capabilities to critique the cultural texts. In this regard, 

I agree with Graham’s (1989) and Tisdell’s (2008) claims that critical media literacy, 

which works essentially for enabling viewers to construct critical interpretations of 

media texts, directly influences to what extent educators can employ entertainment 

media and popular culture in adult education. For example, after watching CG, most of 

my study participants quickly concluded that this sitcom cannot speak about Canadian 

national identity. The opinions behind this conclusion include: CG portrayed much 

unfriendlessness to the federal government, and it did not include issues around 

multiculturalism and pluralism in Canada. They were not aware that some of their ideas 

were not deeply challenged. Becoming aware of stereotypies and hegemony takes 

practices and time; it needs educators constantly and intentionally asking learners critical 

questions about portrayals and representations in cultural texts, as well as pre-existing 

assumptions from learners. As Tisdell (2008) posits, educators should enhance learners’ 

critical media literacy which makes issues, which is often invisible, more visible for 

students. 

Using the participant discussions in my study, I hope adult educators can 

understand more about how international students make meanings or importantly remake 
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meaning about Canadian national identities and their experience in Canada. This inquiry 

empirically encouraged critical pedagogy by encouraging international students to bring 

their own insights to the pedagogical encounter. For critical educational theorists 

(McLaren, 2007), knowledge is socially constructed and used, which means that 

knowledge is a product of agreement or consent between individuals who live out 

particular social relations of class, race, and gender and who live in particular junctures 

of time. The claim that knowledge is socially constructed also implies that we live in a 

world which is constructed symbolically by the mind through social interactions with 

others; also, culture, context, custom, and historical specificity play an important role 

(McLaren, 2007). As such, different referential fields, such as location, history, or 

culture, will influence how knowledge is constructed. That is to say, there is not a pure 

objective insight of knowledge. Therefore, as critical pedagogy emphasizes, adult 

educators and scholar should ask why some forms of knowledge and common-sense 

understandings have more legitimacy and power than others, and why some forms of 

reality are celebrated by the dominant culture, while others are not. For instance, in this 

study, Canadian national identity is often connected to multiculturalism. Educators might 

ask students further questions, such as: Whose interests does this knowledge or 

multiculturalism as a Canadian symbol or point of reference, serve? 

For participants in this study, I assumed that participating in FGDs could enlighten 

their thinking about some topics, such as defining Canadian national identities, watching 

television shows, reflecting on their own identities, and understanding their living 

experiences in Canada. I will share this thesis with the participants, which may stimulate 

additional thoughts on the topics I mentioned above. I want to present this study at 
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academic conferences and write at least one magazine articles about this study; this may 

add to the possibility of having my participants’ voices heard in public.  

One implication of the discussion in this thesis is that the study of sitcoms has a 

valid place in a range of social science courses. It can help students relate real life to 

abstract policy and theoretical materials, to develop analytical and questioning minds for 

understanding real-world complexities. For instance, adult educators can use programs 

such as LMP to engage students in critical learning about multiculturalism and 

citizenship. Such learning can draw on daily life experiences to help the development of 

a critical curriculum for consumers, citizenship or internationalization, which are often 

presented as abstract topics. Outside of context of formal higher education, the usage of 

sitcoms can bolster explorations of social issues. For example, those who recognize both 

advantages and challenges of multiculturalism can further understand issues for local and 

migrant residents from LMP. Also, given the humor and approachability of sitcoms, if 

cultural organizations and agencies use sitcoms as a facilitation tools, clients are likely to 

participate actively. 

Methodologically, this inquiry shows how focus group discussion and Gee’s 

(2014) discourse analysis model can work together to explore how popular culture 

influences audiences’ thoughts and how it can be related to audience experiences. This 

study’s analysis process, a recursive journal from “building tasks” to “tools of inquiry” 

in line with Gee’s (2014) recursive model of discourse analysis, has labored to identify 

codes and themes. In doing so, the analysis has produced substantiated themes suitable 

for analysis in my study. If not for Gee’s insight, it would have been exceedingly 

difficult to analyze, frame, and justify the resulting findings from the rich research data. I 
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hope my study can provide insights for academic researchers and students interested in 

exploring the impact of popular culture on viewers and in using Gee’s discourse analysis 

in educational research.  

Future research. It is important to note that there are a large number of overseas 

adult learners in Canada; but this study focused only on one group of international, 

Chinese students. Further studies could be conducted to include adults who represent 

different nationalities, ages, genders and so on. An examination of such issues as 

ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, and class could provide richer, more in-depth 

understanding of how Canadian popular culture influences different adult students. 

While this study only involves a group of Chinese overseas adult learners in one 

province of Canada and it only studies the impact of popular situation comedies on them, 

it demonstrates the impact of popular culture to create consent on certain ideas and also 

its potential to challenge others. In addition, a broader and more comprehensive study 

involving different groups of audiences could provide a more insightful understanding of 

the social and pedagogical power of popular culture. Given that all participants are 

university students or recent graduates, replicating this study with other groups might 

provide rich information on the topic about the public pedagogical potential of popular 

culture.  
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Appendix A: Focus Group Evaluation Form 

 

Please tick the response you agree with: 

Beside each of the following statements,  

please place a tick in the appropriate box. Yes No Not Sure 

The focus group was better than I expected    

The topics discussed were interesting     

The questions were easy to understand    

I enjoyed discussing this topic with other participants     

We were given enough time for discussion    

The facilitator encouraged participation    

I got a chance to have my say    

I felt that I was listened by others     

A focus group is a good way to collect data for this 

research 

   

I would participate in another focus group     

 

Was there something you think I should have discussed but didn’t? Any other 

comments? (eg what you liked or didn’t like; how the group could be improved) 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Overall, the focus group 

was........... 
□ Great □ Good □ OK □ Poor 

 

The facilitators 

were........................ 
□ Great □ Good □ OK □ Boring 

 

Your feedback will help us to plan for the next focus group discussion. Thank you! 
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Appendix C: The Guiding Questions in Focus Groups Discussions 

 
1. Please tell me a bit about yourself as an international student at the U of R. 

2. a) Could you please tell me how often you watch television programs and what kind 

of television program that you watch?  

  b) Have you ever watched any Canadian television sitcoms or Canadian television 

series? 

Watch two episodes. Then continue focus group.  

3. What is your feeling after watching this episode (from Corner Gas or Little Mosque on 

the Prairie)? 

4. How do you think this program helps you to define “Canadian national identity”?   

 (prompt: How do you define Canadian national identity?)  

5. How do you think Canadian popular television sitcoms can inform our understanding 

of Canadian national identity? Could you please give me examples (or scenes) from the 

episode we just watched or from your other experiences?  

6. In what ways do you think the understanding of Canadian national identity is 

important for us to live, to work or to learn in Canada?  

7. I would ask something here that deepens how sitcoms actually influence how they act 

or behave or have interactions in Canada society. Do they have examples?  

8. How the sitcoms make them uncomfortable or make them feel marginalized by 

Canadian society?  

9. Is there anything you would like others to know that we have not included today?  
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Appendix D: Research Participant Recruitment 
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Appendix E: Participant Consent Form 

 
Participant Consent Form 

---- for Focus Group Discussion 

                                                                                                                            June 29th, 

2016                                                                                                                     

Project Title:       

Saskatchewan Sitcom and Adult Learning: Insights from Chinese International Students. 

 

Researcher(s):  

Siyin Liang, Graduate, M.A., Faculty of Education, University of Regina. 

Phone: (306) 999 0661; Email: liang23s@uregina.ca 

 

Supervisor:  
Dr. Cindy Hanson, Associate Professor, Faculty of Education, University of Regina.  

Phone: (306) 585-4513; Email: cindy.hanson@uregina.ca 

 

Purpose(s) and Objective(s) of the Research:  
The purpose of this project is to explore how popular Canadian television sitcoms inform 

understandings of Canadian national identity by international Chinese adult students at 

the University of Regina. The following key questions will be used to guide and direct 

this study:  

1. How do Chinese adult learners understand Canadian popular culture based on their 

experiences with entertainment television programs?  

2. What ideas about Canadian national identity do Chinese adult learners get from the 

sitcoms, Corner Gas and Little Mosque on the Prairie?  

3. How do ideas from these sitcoms may influence their living and learning experiences 

in Canada and in a Canadian university? For example, how do such programs construct 

their understandings of how to interact with Canadians?    

 

I (the researcher) am interested in exploring issues of social identity portrayed in popular 

television programs, and investigating how these issues inform adult learners’ 

understandings about individual or group identity, and subsequently help adult learners 

to critically comprehend social relationships and structures. I want to deepen my 

understanding about adult learning from everyday life experiences and to assist the 

development of a critical curriculum for consumers, citizenship and internationalization. 

 

Procedures for Participation:  

Participation will be voluntary and open to six Chinese international adult learners at the 

U of R. If you, as a participant in the study, are my classmate or possibly an 

acquaintance, your decision to withdraw from the study will not impact our relationship.   

 

Once I have confirmed your participation, I will invite you to attend two to three focus 

group discussions (FGD) together. Date and location of participation will be agreeable to 

all participants. The discussion at the focus group will last for a maximum of two hours 

(refreshments will be served). In the first FGD, we (the researcher and all participants) 

mailto:liang23s@uregina.ca
mailto:cindy.hanson@uregina.ca
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will watch two episodes from Corner Gas, and then we will start to have a discussion. In 

the second FGD, we will watch two episodes from Little Mosque on the Prairie, and 

subsequently facilitate a discussion. We will decide whether there is any interest or a 

need to hold a third FGD.  

  

I am asking for your permission to audio record our discussion, so that it can be later 

transcribed. The transcription will be printed out and sent to you. When you receive the 

transcript, you can clarify your ideas and add further comments. However, because your 

quotes are part of a group discussion, you are not allowed to edit or change any 

information on the transcript that is not directly your own personal quote. You will be 

given 10 days after you have received the transcript to return comments or clarification. I 

will incorporate this additional data into the original data and then start the analysis of 

the data.   

 

Your participation will not result in any cost to you, nor will you be paid for taking part 

in this study. Before I start a focus group discussion however, refreshments will be 

provided. You will be contributing to understanding how popular Canadian television 

sitcoms influence international Chinese adults’ learning. Any personal information 

shared by you will not be reported in the findings unless you consent to do so in advance. 

In reporting results of the study all participants will be given a pseudonym.  

 

Confidentiality: 
There are limited risks associated with participation in this study. You do not have to 

answer all of the focus group questions. You are encouraged to “pass” and skip any 

question that brings you any psychological or emotional discomfort. Pseudonyms will be 

used to conceal your identity in any written reports, unless you indicate otherwise. I 

strongly encourage focus-group participants to respect and maintain confidentiality. 

During the focus group, I will attempt to ensure confidentiality of information; however, 

due to the nature of focus groups, this cannot be guaranteed. 

 

Storage of Research Data: 

I am the only person who will conduct the data collection and have access to the original 

data of this study. My faculty supervisor has access to the original data, but pseudonyms 

will be used to conceal your identities, unless you indicate during the FGD that you do 

not wish to use a pseudonym. 

  

I will be responsible for the data storage. I will store all hard copies of research data in a 

locked filing cabinet for a period of six years. The locked filing cabinet will be located in 

my research supervisor’s office on University of Regina campus. I will also collect all 

electronic data documents in a password protecting electronic file. After the storage 

period, I will shred all hard copy materials and completely delete all electronic data 

materials.    

 

Right to Withdraw:   

Your participation in this study is voluntary and you can answer only those questions 

that you are comfortable with.  You may withdraw from the research project for any 
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reason, at any time, without explanation or penalty of any sort, even after signing the 

letter of consent. If you withdraw, your direct quotes will be removed and they will not 

be used in the project analysis or results. But conversations around your quotes will be 

kept in this project, because this is a focus group discussion.  

 

Your right to withdraw data from the study will apply until two weeks after the 

final focus group discussion. After this, it is possible that some form of research 

analysis on dissemination will have already occurred and it may not be possible to 

withdraw your data. The result of this study will be posted on the official library website 

of the Uof R.   

 

This project has been approved on ethical grounds by the University of Regina Research 

Ethics Board.  Any questions regarding your rights as a participant may be addressed to 

the committee at (306) 585-4775 or research.ethics@uregina.ca. 

 

SIGNED CONSENT  

Your signature below indicates that you have read and understand the description 

provided: 

 

I have had an opportunity to ask questions and my questions have been answered.  I am 

willing to participate in the study. 

 

  ____________________      _________________         _________________ 

   Name of Researcher    Signature       Date 

 

 

Thanks for your consideration of this research project. Please do not hesitate to ask any 

questions you might have about the process or purpose of the research as we go along. 

One copy of this consent form will be given to you, and another copy will be taken by a 

researcher.   

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Name of Participant  Signature  Date 

mailto:research.ethics@uregina.ca
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Appendix F: A Coding Example 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Coding Example   

 

周：这个就多样性吧。就是他们社会对于这个，其他的文化的，一种包容。 

(Identities) 就不一定互相融合，但是我允许你在我们这个地方去做你 worship，

你自己的 spiritual life，就是我允许你是存在的。(Identities, Significance) 她不是

说你这个不对，或者我们这个对。(Identities) 或者...包括她也就是说允许你建立

一个 mosque。虽然，那个男主，他说了，他说我在这个地方已经问了一百家，

都没有人愿意租地地方给我，只要我说是清真寺就不租给只要我说是清真寺就

不租给我。就说明其实也是有一些排斥，但是最终他也是想方设法地建立了他

这个Mosque了嘛。 (Significance, Politics, Connection) 所以说还是有一定的

(Significance)接受度，我觉得。就是对于其他文化的接受度还比较高。 

 

江：就是跟我上次说的一样嘛。加拿大所鼓励的是文化拼盘嘛，不是文化熔

炉。(Politics) 还是......不敢说鼓励吧，但是至少还是...就是说不会明确反对。

(Significance) 
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Figure 2. Coding Example 

 

Zhou: It is about the diversity. It is a kind of inclusion in Canada for other cultures. 

(Significance) These different cultures do not have to mutually assimilate. It means 

that, in our place (Canada), we (Canadians) allow you to do your worship, your 

spiritual life. This is where I allow you to live. (Identities, Significance) She (Canada) 

doesn’t say yours are wrong or ours are correct. (Identities) (In this show) She 

(Canada) allows you to build a mosque. Even though, the key character, he has said: 

“in this city, I have called a hundred of places. But no one is willing to rent me a 

place, as long as I said it is for a mosque.” This scene indicates that there are some 

exclusions. But finally, he can still find out a way to build up a mosque, right?  

(Significance, Politics, Connection) Therefore, there is still a certain degree 

(Significance) of acceptance, I think. The degree of acceptance other cultures is quite 

high. 

Jiang: It’s the same as what I have mentioned last time (the first FGD). Canada 

encourages the idea of ‘a cultural mosaic’ rather than ‘a cultural melting pot’. 

(Politics) Well...... It’s hard to say ‘encourage’, but at least... at least Canada will not 

openly deny. (Significance) 
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Appendix G: A Coding Example 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.  Example of a Coded Excerpt Analyzed with Four Inquiry Tools   

 

周：这个就多样性吧。就是他们社会对于这个，其他的文化的，一种包容。 

(Identities) 就不一定互相融合，但是我允许你在我们这个地方去做你 worship，

你自己的 spiritual life，就是我允许你是存在的。(Identities, Significance) 她不是

说你这个不对，或者我们这个对。(Identities) 或者...包括她也就是说允许你建立

一个 mosque。虽然，那个男主，他说了，他说我在这个地方已经问了一百家，

都没有人愿意租地地方给我，只要我说是清真寺就不租给只要我说是清真寺就

不租给我。就说明其实也是有一些排斥，但是最终他也是想方设法地建立了他

这个 mosque了嘛。 (Significance, Politics, Connection) 所以说还是有一定的

(Significance)接受度，我觉得。就是对于其他文化的接受度还比较高。 

江：就是跟我上次说的一样嘛。加拿大所鼓励的是文化拼盘嘛，不是文化熔

炉。(Politics) 还是......不敢说鼓励吧，但是至少还是...就是说不会明确反对。

(Significance) 

Note. Discourse    Intertextuality   Conversation   Social Language 
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Figure 4.    Example of a Coded Excerpt Analyzed with Four Inquiry Tools   

 

Zhou: It is about the diversity. It is a kind of inclusion in Canada for other cultures 

(Significance). These different cultures do not have to mutually assimilate. It means 

that, in our place (Canada), we (Canadians) allow you to do your worship, your 

spiritual life. This is where I allow you to live. (Identities, Significance). She (Canada) 

doesn’t say yours are wrong or ours are correct (Identities). (In this show) She 

(Canada) allows you to build a mosque. Even though, the key character, he has said, 

he said: “In this city, I have called a hundred of places. But no one is willing to rent 

me a place, as long as I said it is for a mosque.” This scene indicates that there are 

some exclusions. But finally, he can still find out a way to build up a mosque, right? 

(Significance, Politics, Connection) Therefore, there is still a certain degree 

(Significance) of acceptance, I think. The degree of acceptance other cultures is quite 

high. 

Jiang: It’s the same as what I have mentioned last time (the first FGD). Canada 

encourages the idea of ‘a cultural mosaic’ rather than ‘a cultural melting pot’. 

(Politics) Well...... It’s hard to say ‘encourage’, but at least... at least Canada will not 

openly deny.(Significance) 

Note. Discourse    Intertextuality   Conversation   Social Language 


